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Legend of the Lamp
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l Your chance to win
Croydon Cinemas’
Golden Ticket. P4

l Diary Goes Global
has a right Royal
announcement. P16

WELCOME to Agrabah, the city of enchantment, where every beggar has
a story and every camel has a tail! All of your favourite characters are
presented by the Warrandyte High School in a stage adaptation of the Disney hit, including Aladdin, Jasmine and, of course, the Genie. Filled with
magic, mayhem and flying carpet rides, the audience’s spirits are tipped
to soar with much excitement.

The musical takes place at the Warrandyte High School Theatre on August 21 (6.30pm), August 22 (7.30pm) and August 23 (2pm and 7.30pm).
Tickets, $12 for primary aged children, $18 concession and $22 adult, are
available online at www.warrandytehigh.vic.edu.au or phone 9844 2749.
Picture: STEPHEN REYNOLDS

l Women of
Warrandyte – serious
WOW factor. P34

8-page The Great Warrandyte Cook-up Lift-out inside
Chapman Gardner
B U I L D E R S
Established 1977

Jason Graf

Registered Building Practitioner

0418 654 555
Office: 9728 8477 Fax: 9728 8422
jason.graf@chapmangardner.com.au
www.chapmangardnerbuilders.com.au

peter gardiner

LLB

general legal practitioner
40 years in legal practice
office 1, 2 colin avenue
warrandyte
(adjacent to goldfields)

telephone 9844 1111
fax 9844 1792
peter@pgardiner.com

“A computer once beat me at chess, but it was
no match for me at kickboxing.”
— Emo Philips
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NEXT ISSUE
Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, September 9, 2014. Advertising
and editorial copy closes Friday, August 29, 2014.

OUR NEWSPAPER
The Warrandyte Diary was established in 1970 as a small local newsletter. Although it has
developed over the years, it has retained its strong community character, being produced
mostly by volunteers with only one aim: to serve its community. Financed solely through
advertising, it guards its not-for-profit, non-commercial status and its independent voice. The
Diary carries a strong editorial bias towards the people, environment and character of the
place it serves. Its monthly circulation is 4000 copies and it is available in Warrandyte, North
Warrandyte, South Warrandyte, Park Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood, North Ringwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research.

A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, some 27km from
Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting ground of the Wurundjeri people,
in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon
established its character as a small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley.
Around 1900 the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a commuter suburb
of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense of independence of Warrandyte
has been largely retained. This newspaper is the voice and true expression of that spirit.

AUGUST
Hilltribe
Crafts

HOURS
Tues–Sat: 11am–5pm
Sundays: 12noon–5pm

The Great Warrandyte
Cook-up Stuff-up
HIS recipe has been
handed down from
generation to generation. Once you
taste it, you’ll see
why they’ve been trying so
hard to get rid of it.
The imperial quantities are
all a bit confusing and I don’t
know about you but I get terribly muddled between tbs
and tsps but I don’t suppose
it really matters does it?
Narelle’s Stuffed Chicken
1 chicken (size 14 for a family or 6 for individual serve)
2 tbs Virgin Olive Oil (oil
with a little experience will do
equally well)
16 fl. ounces chicken stock
(to convert to ml just multiply
by 28.4130742)
2½ ounces parmesan cheese
(to convert to grams multiply
by 28.3495231)
Stick of butter (a bit more
than a pat and way more than
a knob)
2 sprigs rosemary (your
guess is as good as mine)
12 basil leaves (throw the
rest of the bunch away otherwise it just turns to slime in
the bottom of your crisper)
2 brown onions
3 cloves garlic
4 carrots
4 slices Tip Top
Half a lemon
Pinch of salt and a dash of
pepper (let’s not start that
again)
Wine (any variety as long as
it’s red or white)
Preparation
Open the wine to breathe
and make sure it tastes OK.
Start by chooping the onions
(I actually meant chopping;
chooping is an entirely different process). Many people
tear up uncontrollably when

living with
The Trotts
chopping onions and Beryl
next door swears by candles.
Beryl thinks candles are the
answer to everything. Beryl’s
house is like Carols by Candlelight all year round and
is basically uninsurable. We
don’t have candles but I’ve
tried a torch and it makes no
difference. Swimming goggles
work best for me except I do
a tumble turn every time I go
to the fridge. Or you could try
chooping the onions instead
which I believe is less inclined
to induce weeping.
Did I say check the wine?
Crumble the bread into a pile
except for the bits which have
somehow become magnetised
to your hands and fingers.

Chiffonade the basil, Julienne the carrots, Romeo the
garlic and grate the cheese.
Apply band-aid to grated finger (a little blood just adds to
the flavour).
Scoop everything up and
stuff it into the chook’s neck
cavity then pull the creepy bit
of skin back tight and secure.
I’m thinking here of a large
toothpick or something as
opposed to padlocks and an
Alsatian.
Make sure the wine’s still
breathing.
About now you’ll probably
turn the chicken round and
find a bigger cavity at the
other end which you hadn’t
noticed before which may
well have been a better hole
to stuff but never mind. Push
the lemon up as far as it will
go followed by the rosemary

and anything else you haven’t
used so far. I once put in a wettex by mistake which was a bit
on the chewy side and soaked
up most of the chicken stock.
Jam the butter in too and
wipe your greasy hands all
over the outside of the chook.
This is called basting and allows you to pick up the wine
again without the bottle
slipping through your
fingers.
Now take a piece of
string (which I probably should have mentioned earlier but if you
can’t find any try dental
floss) and loop it around
the parson’s nose, up
round the legs, tie a
bow and truss like hell
it will all hang together.
Reward yourself in the
usual way.
Slop the oil into a baking
dish and carefully lower your
bird into it with any veggies
you may have prepared earlier.
Then pop it all in the oven
which you really should have
turned to 180 about twenty
minutes ago but I can’t be
expected to remember everything.
Pour yourself the rest of
the wine and settle in for the
duration.
Let ever ything cook for
about an hour and a half or
until the smoke alarm goes
off. If you can work out how
to set the timer better still - I
find it usually starts beeping
about half an hour after the
fire brigade arrives which is
no help to me and just sets
the dog off and irritates the
firemen.
ALAN CORNELL
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Dumped soil a dirty issue
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

THE company seeking to build a
24-hour service station at 1-5 Yarra
St has failed to remove all of the illegally dumped soil at the site.
Manningham council’s planning investigations unit estimated between
eight to 10 medium-sized truckloads
of soil were dumped outside of normal business hours and without a
permit at the site in early June.
Council ordered the site’s owner,
Platinum King, to remove the excess
soil and one month later a council
officer watched on as workers removed “a large quantity of soil”.
However, after information provided to the Diar y by a resident

who lives right nearby the site, it
is believed after the council officer
left the site workers allegedly didn’t
remove the remaining soil.
A resident said the introduced soil,
which is of a different colour to the
existing soil at the site, had been
spread across a 25-metre area.
“Soil removing is part of what I
do for a living,” the resident, who
wished to remain anonymous, said.
“They may have removed some soil
while the council officer was there
but even the person at council who
I spoke to admitted that after the
officer left, no more was removed.”
Manningham City Council’s chief
executive officer Joe Carbone said

council was still investigating the
matter.
“One low mound of soil (approximately 2-3 cubic metres) remains on
the site,” Mr Carbone said.
“Council has contacted the landowner and is working with them
to have as much introduced soil as
possible removed from the land,
without further affecting the pre-existing conditions to an unreasonable
extent.”
When asked if council would impose any sanctions against the owner for not complying with council’s
order to remove all of the dumped
soil, Mr Carbone said there was
“an ongoing investigation” into the

matter.
“Council’s focus is to work with
the land owner to bring the land
into compliance with the planning
scheme requirements,” Mr Carbone
said.
The anonymous resident who
spoke to the Diary believes council’s
investigation doesn’t go far enough
in examining whether the introduced
soil is contaminated.
Yet Mr Carbone said there were no
signs that the soil was contaminated,
despite not knowing where the new
soil came from.
“I’m not satisfied with the council
investigation and I’m annoyed with
the whole situation,” the resident

said.
“It has been weeks and the dirt is
still there. When will it go beyond a
council matter and become a prosecution matter?”
The Diary understands the incident
won’t influence council’s decision to
approve or reject the application to
build a service station at the site,
with Mr Carbone saying the proposal “will be assessed on its planning
merits”.
Platinum King’s owner didn’t respond to a request by the Diary for
comment.
The Diary will continue investigations and provide another full report
in the September edition.

Crimes aplenty
in Warrandyte
IT’S been a busy month for local
police with several incidents in
Warrandyte. Residents are advised
to stay on high alert for any suspicious activity as theft is on the rise.
Among several incidents in the
past month:
On the evening of July 3, a man
parked his car on Yarra Street,
Warrandyte. On his return
approximately two hours later,
he discovered that both number
plates had been stolen.
On July 6, a 22-year-old male
was arrested at the Warrandyte
Skate Park after police found him
in possession of a small amount of
cannabis.
Some time between July 8 and
28, a house in Yarra Rd, Wonga
Park, was broken into and cash
was stolen.

Hey, good lookin’ what ya got cookin’
THE Great Warrandyte Cook-up recipe competition is
officially on and the whole town and surrounds is buzzing
with recipe ideas, celebrating local produce and drooling
over the prizes on offer from major sponsors, Fisher and
Paykel, Camberwell Electrics and Quinton’s Supa IGA.
In our first 8-page lift-out guide in the middle of this
newspaper we showcase some mouth-watering recipe
entries. Elsewhere, Shane from Warrandyte Quality Meats
shares his time and money saving tips, Anna offers pasta
and salami classes at Olivigna and chef-extraordinaire
Kelvin from Altair gets cooking with budding little chefs.
We discuss the serious business of Cocoa Moon’s deli-

cious chocolates with Andrés, as well as healthy juicing
and the secrets to melt-in-the-mouth brownies with Meredith at White Owl Café.
Send in your recipes to win fantastic prizes, have your
creation prepared in local restaurants, displayed at IGA,
judged by chefs, and published in a cookbook.
The winner of our major prize will receive a side-by-side
fridge valued at $2500 and 10-piece Curtis Stone Cookware set valued at $500 courtesy of Fisher and Paykel
and Camberwell Electrics, together with a voucher for a
cool $500 from Quinton’s IGA to stock the new fridge.
l More Page 17.

On July 9 thieves forced a window
open at a house on Hillcrest Rd,
Warrandyte South, where jewellery
was stolen.
Shortly after 10am on July
10, a male broke into a house
in Drysdale Rd, Warrandyte, and
seriously assaulted another male
who was known to him. Detectives
arrested a 20-year-old from
Mooroolbark who was charged
with aggravated burglary and
numerous assault-related offences. He will face court in October.
Also on July 10 a paving brick was
used to smash a window and gain
entry to a shop on Yarra St. Thieves
made off with cash and a laptop.

PLUMBING & DRAINAGE CONTRACTORS

General
plumbing,
sewer
connections,
drainage & gas
1.7T Excavator
10m3 Tipper, Bobcat
LOCAL AND RELIABLE

sean 0417 006 769
barry 0417 387 200

seanramak@yahoo.com.au

On July 13 a house in Green
Ridge, Warrandyte South, was
broken into and jewellery and
cash was stolen. The offender/s
managed to disable a security
alarm and forced a window at the
rear of the house to gain entry.
On July 20 a house on Fadaro
Crescent, Warrandyte South, was
broken into. Again, a security alarm
was disabled and a window at the
rear of the house was forced.
On July 25 police say a car was
stolen from Webb St between 4pm
and 11pm.
Some time between July 26-29 a
motorbike was stolen from a garage in Anzac Rd with entry gained
through an unlocked door.
On July 27, jewellery and a
digital camera were stolen from
a property on Jumping Creek Rd,
Wonga Park.
On August 5, a Cocoa Moon staff
member’s car, parked in the rear
carpark, was broken into some
time during business hours via the
car’s passenger seat window and a
make-up bag was stolen.
Detective Senior Sergeant Matt
Volk of Manningham CIU reminds
residents to call 000 immediately
if they see any suspicious
looking people or vehicles in the
area. If residents can record descriptions of these people and their
vehicles, including vehicle registrations if possible, this greatly assists
police.

Business tax has become more complex
with new concessions which may be
available to small businesses.
Speak to us now
We welcome personal and business tax enquiries.

DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery
stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service
fully insured – experienced climber

Brian Spurrell FCPA (local resident) and associate
Hien Hoang CPA guarantee personalised attention
to all accounting/tax requirements and business advice.

We will visit you.

“We are the accountants who care”
Personalised Taxation &
Accounting Services Pty Ltd

Certified Practising Accountants

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years

PO Box 143, Warrandyte, 3113

T: 9844 2409 or 0412 011 946
E: info@ptasaccountants.com.au
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Golden ‘ticket’ up for grabs
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

ANY movie fanatic worth their salt
would have watched Charlie and
the Chocolate Factory, munching on
popcorn or candy bars as Charlie
discovered Willy Wonka’s fabled
golden ticket.
For the Diar y’s readers in Warrandyte (South and North), Park
Orchards, Wonga Park, Warranwood,
Kangaroo Ground and Research, the
classic fictional promotion is about
to become a reality as a real life
“Golden Ticket” is up for grabs for a
lucky family of four in Warrandyte,
courtesy of Croydon Cinemas.
Winners of this prize will take home
a Gold Family Pass, allowing them
free access to one film per day for
an entire year at Croydon Cinemas,
who have offered this money-can’tbuy reward to the Diary’s readership
due to the substantial percentage of
customers who live in the suburb.
The cinema itself, one of the few
operating in Melbourne that remains
independent, is something of a haven for those seeking out value for
money. Gold pass aside, it already
differentiates itself in a select few
thrifty ways, as director George
Aleksiunas was happy to point out.
“We offer some of the best movie
prices in Melbourne, fantastic customer service and all our cinemas
and foyers are licensed, as opposed
to some of the big cinemas where
you have to go gold class or la premiere to have a drink,” George says.
Indeed, it’s a refreshing concept
to consider taking a trip to the
movies (only 10-15 minutes by car
from central Warrandyte), having a
couple of quiet bevvies and coming
home without having to fork out a
$50 note to pay for the excursion.
Cheap trips to the movies really have
become something of a thing of the
past for the average family in modern
times, something George says he is
attempting to change.
“In this day and age, a family going to the movies together is really
becoming a rare event. These days,
with the prices, families have to
save and save. Going to the pictures
shouldn’t be an expensive outing, we
just want movie-going to be more
affordable.”
To address that, since coming on as
director in March last year, George
has not only installed state of the
art new gizmos and technology, but
has introduced a loyalty program in
order to make a regular customers
dollar go even further.
“We launched our loyalty program
in December, and since its inception

we’ve had around 140 customers
registered from Warrandyte. We’ve
been operating since the 1970s, so a
fair few people know we are around.”
Now, with the gold pass on offer,
these Warrandyte customers have
the opportunity to cash in on what
appears to be a golden age of cinema,
according to Aleksiunas.
“The next 18 months looks like being the strongest for movie releases
in probably the past decade.”
So, how does one enter? Quite
simply, if your home postcode is one
of the suburbs in the Diary’s distribution area, and you take up Croydon
Cinemas’ loyalty program (incredibly
good value) before November 30,
then you’re in it to win it!
Major prize aside, the kids will also
have some great film options over
the upcoming holiday periods with
the new Postman Pat motion picture,
Marvel’s action packed new film and
the final installment in the Hobbit series will all be screening at Croydon
Cinemas later this year. Also in the
mix are plans for movie luncheons
and “ultimately expansion”, George

explains.
“Basically all I’ve been doing is
looking to give business a revamp,
get the cinema really going and
give people a wide variety of films
and experiences they can have at
the movies. Ultimately the goal is
to get more screens in, because we
still have to be a little choosey with
what we show, it’s impossible to take
everything.”
To join the Loyalty Club at Croydon Cinemas visit the box office
at 3-5 Hewish Rd Croydon or visit
www.croydoncinemas.com.au and
follow the link to Loyalty Club.
For an annual fee of only $10 you
will receive: An $8 movie ticket
each time the membership card
is presented at the box office;
one FREE ticket upon joining;
discounts to local restaurants and
cafes; discounts at the Candy Bar
and Liquor Bar; member-only
comps and invitations to special
events; and priority ticket access
for selected blockbuster movies.
AND you’re in the running to win
the Diary’s ‘Golden Ticket’.

Plastic bags dilemma
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

Like us on Facebook at

www.facebook.com/warrandytediary
Stay updated, five for Friday, videos, funnies and lots more

QUINTON’S IGA may be forced to abandon its
plastic bag charge scheme if it can’t recuperate
the number of customers who disagree with
the scheme and who are no longer shopping
at the store.
The supermarket began charging 10 cents
per plastic bag in March last year in an effort
to reduce plastic waste, which kills thousands
of animals each year.
Local volunteer group, Warrandyte Climate
Action Now, led the ‘Make Warrandyte Plastic
Bag Free’ campaign, encouraging Warrandyte
businesses to help reduce the 4 billion plastic
bags used by Australians annually.
IGA owner Julie Quinton says the initiative
has been successful in communities like Anglesea, but feels like she’s “fighting a losing
battle” in Warrandyte, with too many customers leaving because of the plastic bag charge.
“We’re now down 1000 customers a week. Six
months in we started to receive more negative
feedback about the cost of the plastic bags. As
time has gone on people are forgetting their
bags and for people who are spending hundreds of dollars on their groceries, it adds on
costs to their shopping,” Julie said.
“My passion was for the environment but I
don’t know which way to jump. If we can’t get
our numbers back up to what it was before, I’ll
be forced to drop it.”
The supermarket was only using 1000 plastic
bags a week after the launch, but that figure has
now increased to 8000 plastic bags each week.
Julie says the message behind the initiative
has been lost, with customers verbally abusing
cashier staff about the cost of the plastic bags
more frequently.

On a positive note, the 10-cent charge (which
Julie points out doesn’t go into the local supermarket’s coffers) has allowed IGA to raise
almost $9000 dollars for the local CFA fire
brigades in the past year.
Warrandyte CAN president, Wayne Rankin,
says it has been difficult to get many businesses to go plastic bag free, and described
the backlash from some customers as “a slap
in the face”.
“If people are complaining that if they wanted
to donate to the CFA they’d do so themselves
and therefore shouldn’t have to pay 10 cents
for a plastic bag – well, I think that’s pretty
poor. People really supported this at the start
and all you have to do is remember to put
your reusable bags in the car. How hard is
that?” he said.
“With that being said, we understand Julie’s
position and we’re really grateful to her and
everybody in the community who has taken
on paying for plastic bags.
“If IGA pulls out then we can’t do anything
about that but we can still keep up the campaign.”
Warrandyte CAN’s Jill Dixon says even though
IGA may pull out of the campaign, more people
are aware of plastic’s detrimental impact on
the environment.
“Now it’s about keeping that awareness going.
In the beginning, we ran two separate surveys
and 90 percent of people said they did want
Warrandyte to be a plastic bag free community. You can see that there’s so much goodwill
and positive attitude. As for the issue of a few
grumblers not wanting to pay, I think that’s
just the normal downside you can expect in
any campaign.”
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Win a trip to
Disneyland!
Croydon Cinemas exclusive

www.croydoncinemas.com.au

3/5 Hewish Road, Croydon

9725 6544

Warrandyte

INVITATION TO JOIN US FOR A ITALIAN EVENING
Friday 5 and Saturday 6, September
3 course dinner and a complimentary glass of wine
$50 per person

Cocoa Moon Café is opening its doors on the first weekend of each month
with a different culinary experience on the menu every time.

Reservations: 9844 5081
info@cocoamoon.com.au
166 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
Like us on Facebook and check out our menu
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Waiting for a daily walk
Dear editor,
He grew from a puppy into
my little dog “Gamin”. He
loves his daily walk, the
smells, a particular grass he
finds and likes to nibble, other
dogs and people to greet or
accost, to take a swim in the
river and particularly just to
run and run. Warrandyte is
our home with the beautiful
forest caring for a multitude
of birds and animals, the river
and the friendly and caring
people of this town - what a
wonderful place it is to live.
Ten weeks ago I was diagnosed with an illness that has
greatly limited my activity.
Instead of his daily walk I
encouraged Gamin to explore
the extent of our small “home
paddock”, he accepted this
but I could feel his wanderlust and his love of all the
challenging new experiences
outside our boundary.
About eight weeks ago, our
neighbor Gail knocked on our
front door and offered to walk
Gamin. In the early mornings
Gail walks her two small dogs
along the river and I felt that
this offer was wonderful and
generous on top of her dedication to walking her own dogs.
I accepted.
Every day Gail comes to
collect Gamin for his walk
at 4pm. Gamin’s anticipation
quickly became pinpointed
to that particular time, he
initially gets restless, moves
to the front door, and back
to me expecting his harness
to go on to confirm that he
is ready and then sits at the
front door – waiting for Gail.
… a letter from Gail: ‘Living
in Warrandyte’
IT is a great privilege to live
in Warrandyte. It is an even

dear diary
Letters to the Diary on local
topics are welcome. They may
be edited for reasons of style,
length or legality.

greater privilege to live near
the Yarra River, and to be able
to walk along its banks most
mornings with our two dogs
on-lead. In recent months we
have seen the native plants recover from the drought conditions of the long, dry summer
and, lately, delicate, bright
green bracken fronds unfurling. We are often delighted by
views of kangaroos grazing on

the other side of the river, a
bleary-eyed wombat standing
above its burrow, watching
us go by but ready to make a
quick escape, and floating logs
which turn out to be platypus!
Of course there are many
birds of all sizes, shapes, and
colours, on land and on the
river. The river birds have
given us special pleasure: to
see the long necked darters

KD’s Garden
30 years Building
Experience. New Homes
and Additions, Labour Hire
and Building Consultancy.

Adrian Oehlmann
0419 567 107

adrian@ashobuilders.com.au
ashobuilders.com.au
facebook.com/asho.builders
REGISTERED Building Practitioner
DB-U 12635

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
• Taxation Return Preparation
• Electronic Lodgement Service
• Accounting & Business Consultants

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540

JOHN ROBERTS

& Handiworks

lawn mowing
weeding
mulch
tall grass slashed
pruning
clean ups
small landscapes
general household maintenance
guttering

Phone mary 0421 967 933
or kosta 0434 994 729

Support
local
traders

stretching their wings in the
early morning sun perched on
the branches of a tree fallen
into the river, and over many
months we have watched a
pair of herons build a nest
and raise a pair of young. The
highlight of our early morning
walks on cold, sunny days is
to find ourselves in a fairyland of previously invisible
spider webs festooning trees,
bushes, and even blades of
grass, with lines and twoand three-dimensional webs,
outlined by drops of dew and
glistening in the sunlight. And
then there are the fungi, from
bright red pin-head size to the
larger ones that are pancake
shaped and coloured. These
observations and many more,
from our garden to the Warrandyte State Park, can be
shared reciprocally with our
neighbours, as well as the joys
of dog-owning and walking.
Especially in Warrandyte, with
its beauties and its occasional
threats, it is a privilege to
have the kind of neighbours
who care for one another,
through good times and bad.
To be able to walk Gamin is
both a privilege and a great
pleasure!
ED: Names & addresses
supplied, kept private as
requested by two Warrandytian neighbours who
love their environment and
community. Thanks for the
lovely story.

TELEVISION
Servicing the area for 40 years

DIGITAL Televisions,
Stereo Systems, DVDs,
Digital Set Top Box Systems,
New Digital Television
Set-ups

Phone 9844 3970
Mobile 0408 175 274
27 Mitchell Ave, Warrandyte

Dear Diary,
Fascinated by the recent
council meeting at Manningham last month. Never
been to one before in this
part of the world, but being

new to the area as a renter
I attended last month’s in
which councilors discussed
the Melbourne Hill Rd drainage scheme, among other
development issues in Manningham. I’m flabbergasted,
to say the least. It’s more
like a circus than a meeting
of intelligent councillors representing their constituents;
despite a couple who spoke
well and are obviously genuine. Yes, I’m pro-resident
panel, yet not even living in
the catchment area. I can
see what’s happening loud
and clear.
One councilor who provided me with the most entertainment was one you could
say had what is commonly
known as “little man syndrome” as he pontificated
and huffed, and puffed, and
tried to blow the house down
with his double-edged questions, bullying sniggers and
glares, while also indulging
in several little rants better
suiting a Hollywood lawyer
in a D-grade movie.
He failed. Quite obviously
he has far fewer friends
than he likes to think. One
could only sense he was
trying to be a little bit funny
and clever with “his mates”
around the table but only
bored everyone with what
we call ‘balderdash’. I think
you people in Australia call it
‘baffling them with bullsh--’.
Then there was the boisterous councilor who made no
sense whatsoever. You vote
people like her into council?
Gem Netherstom
North Warrandyte

WE SPECIALISE IN:

n
n
n
n
n

Certified Practising Accountants

Diary Advertising: Call Briony 9844 0555

Dear Diary,
The Melbourne Hill Rd
issue has really highlighted
a problem with our so-called
democratic council system.
I can accept that when a
decision needs to be made
that on occasion the elected
councillors need to support
the council officers for the
greater good of the residents
impacted by the decision, for
example, for inappropriate
planning schemes.
However in this case it
is clear that 1. The only
residents impacted by the
decision are the ones that
have voted overwhelmingly
against the proposal, and
2. That in this case where
the councillors should have
represented the residents
to ensure the ‘greater good’
is upheld against an aggressive council officers’ proposal, that the process has
failed, and that conversely
the majority of councillors
have supported the council
officers against the affected
constituents. The only good
thing to come from this is
that we now very clearly
know for the next election
which councillors actually
take the job of representation of their constituents
seriously, and those that
have another agenda.
Ben Boyd
Melbourne Hill Rd

WARRANWOOD
GARDENS

and Associates

TOM KERKHOF

Democracy
down the drain

n

Mowing (including ride-on)
Pruning
Landscaping & Maintenance
Garden cleanups
Large acreage – fire risk
material – clearance
Spout cleaning

R
ALL YOU RDEN
GA
HOME & EDS
NE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT DAVID
0407 762 561 • 9876 2561 (AH)
Email: tuckerd.starguard@bigpond.com
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Gratitude for local support
Dear friends,
I would like to extend a
thank you and express deep
gratitude to those of you who
came out to support our ‘Concert for Tibet in May 2014’.
The Warrandyte Mechanics
Institute was packed to the
rafters and a cultural evening
by Tibetan performers was
enjoyed by all.
We were also treated to a
supper of Traditional Tibetan food (plus the obligatory
chocolate cake), prepared
by the Tibetan Community of
Melbourne.
The door sales for the evening grossed almost $4000
which was hand delivered to
Jetsun Pema in India recently,
(the younger sister of His Holiness 14th Dalai Lama) who
heads up Tibetan Children’s
Villages in India where we
advertised all door proceeds
were going.
The Tibetan Community of
Melbourne also made almost
$1000 for food and merchandise sales.
These funds will go toward
future purchase/lease of a
community centre, the Tibetan Community being the only
multicultural community in
Melbourne who do not have
their own community centre.
I would like to extend particular gratitude to the Warrandyte Mechanics Institute,
the War randyte Diar y, all
Warrandyte businesses who
allowed us to have posters
in their shop windows, to the
community who came and
supported the fund raising
evening – great community
spirit and to all the volunteers
Thank you,
Chris Hooper
Warrandyte

Cutting back night buses not on
Dear Diary,
Thank you for your information regarding the changes to
the bus timetable for Warrandyte. One would expect that
buses are empty when they
reach their terminus (it means
they have done their job)
but cutting back late night
buses and weekend services
(for this reason) are highly
undesirable.
With the advent of MYKI,
although problematic in the
beginning and over budget,
it provides a very convenient
and cashless method of travel (if you use auto top up).
It also, as with all computer-based systems, provides
the company with very detailed passenger service use
data. All companies use data
to drive their decision-making. So Transdev know exactly

how many people get on and
off the buses and at which
stop. If you have a registered
card, they will have patterns
based on individual users.
This has benefits both ways:
I have used my own MYKI
account to sort out who was
where and when, when other
forms of information (eg my
memory) have failed.
This is why, after a good
period of time after MYKI was
implemented they were able
to tweak their timetables. We
might not like big brother or
the power of ‘big data’ (you’ll
be amazed at what they can
do), but unless you are out
there committing crimes, you
have nothing (really) to fear.
If you travel to the city and
back, you will pay an all day
zone 1+2 fare, there is no
technical or financial need to

touch off (as this is the default
maximum fare is a two hour
zone 1+2 if you don’t touch
off; see http://ptv.vic.gov.au/
tickets/myki/touching-on-andoff/ for more detail).
If you don’t touch off in
Warrandyte (or in the city
once you alight from the 906)
we are losing valuable data
for our bus service. You may
resent this service data monitoring, but losing our buses,
frequency and time coverage
will be worse.
Another risk to Warrandyte
services is driving to the Pines
to catch the 906 (or other 900
services to the city). It might
save a little time, but when
the Stockland group starts to
crack down on parking times
(apparently there is very little
all day parking at the Pines)
this will not be cost effective.
There are also greater social,
environmental and economic
advantages to ‘park and ride’
within Warrandyte township.
The long-term effect of this
pattern of use will be the cut
of services from the Pines to
Warrandyte. We are better off
advocating for the extension
of the 906 into South Warrandyte and better connections
and frequency of the 578 and
579.
Everyone (students, those
travelling on free passes, maximum fare payers), in order to
secure our 906, please touch
on and of f when you use
the bus, especially if you are
“connecting” with the 364 (to
Ringwood) or the 579 and 578
to Eltham.
Whether we like it or not,
it is MYKI data that will save
or sink our bus services in
Warrandyte.
Jozica Kutin
Warrandyte

Bee ready to lend a helping hand
By CHERIE MOSELEN

Solution to last month’s puzzle:

Bill is very very near the South Pole. He is
1km north of that southern latitude that has a
circumference (length) of 1km. He walks 1km
south to this latitude. His 1km walk west takes him
once round the world and back to where he was.
Then he walks 1km north back to his tent.

MANNINGHAM council is
appealing to the Warrandyte
community to lend a hand in
support of local residents
whose properties were affected during the February
bushfire.
In partnership with Warrandyte Community Bank
and Conservation Volunteers
Australia, there will be three
community working bees, the
first of which gets under way
later this month. Conservation Volunteers Australia will
co-ordinate volunteers in the

CYRIL

clean up and restoration of
properties which have suffered garden and bush loss,
charring and soil erosion.
“We wanted to ensure the
property owners are able
to not only start to rebuild
their gardens, but also feel a
part of what is a very strong
Warrandyte community,” said
Sarah Wrigley, chairman of the
Warrandyte Community Bank.
Three working bees have
been scheduled – the first
one focusing predominantly
on planting and with a larger
group of 80 volunteers, and

two smaller follow up working
bees a month apart (40 people
each), most likely to focus
more on weeding for specific
weeds. The program is being
run through Conservation
Volunteers Australia (CVA) to
ensure the right equipment
is used, and OH&S issues are
dealt with appropriately.
The working bees are scheduled for the following dates
and all volunteers must register with CVA beforehand
through the relevant links:
l Sunday August 17,
9.30am-3pm (barbecue lunch

provided by Warrandyte Lions from Noon-2pm) www
conservationvolunteers.com.
au/book/Warrandyte
planting/17Aug2014
l Sunday September 21,
9.30am-3pm (BYO picnic
lunch) www.conservation
volunteers.com.au/book/
Warrandyteplanting/
21Sep2014
l Sunday October 19,
9.30am-3pm (BYO picnic
lunch) www.conservation
volunteers.com.au/book/
Warrandyteplanting/
19Oct2014

Clyde’s
Conundrum
Warrandyte men go to a Templestowe
café. The bill comes to $15. Each man
puts in $5. The waiter takes this to the
manager who recognises the 3 as friends,
and tells the waiter to return $5 to the
men. The dishonest waiter gives them
back $1 each and pockets the remaining
$2 himself. So the men paid $4 each.
The waiter has $2. This is only $14.
Where has the missing $1 gone?
Solution next issue.

West End
Hairdressing
Qualified hairdresser
required. Flexible hours over
a five day week (Tues–Sat).
Excellent remuneration.
For further details call
Tamara on 0438 358 699

PRIVATE
TUITION
Reading Writing Maths
VIT Registered
Experienced primary teacher

Phone Heather

0488 245 435

Acupuncture
Warrandyte
Sam Dudgeon
B.Hlth Sc (Acu) Dip RM. TTM. REF,
Member ATMS, AHPRA

ACUPUNCTURE – HERBAL MEDICINE – TRADITIONAL CUPPING
REMEDIAL MASSAGE – THAI MASSAGE – REFLEXOLOGY – TUINA

82 Yarra Street 0402 087 693 www.tcmwarrandyte.com

Tina Fersterer MAPS
Child and Family
Psychologist in Warrandyte
0404 657 473
Specialising in:
• Assessment & Counselling
• Positive Behaviour Support
• Autism Spectrum Disorders
• ADHD
• Mental Health
• Learning Disabilities
• School funding applications
• Medicare rebates available

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

Functional products with
artistic qualities – hand
rails, screens, gates, house
hardware, handmade to
your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

WURUNDJERI SIGNAGE TRAIL UNVEILING
AT POUND BEND
Thursday, 14 August 2014
1.30pm– 2.30pm
(allow time post event to explore the trail yourself)
Pound Bend Reserve, Warrandyte State Park,
Pound Bend Road, Warrandyte (will be sign posted)
Wurundjeri Stories is a series of interpretive signs recently installed
at Pound Bend Reserve exploring the traditional Wurundjeri life,
culture, history and people linked to this sacred site. The trail offers
park visitors a fascinating insight into local Indigenous history, with
interactive challenges for children along the trail. The project also
offers a fantastic resource for Indigenous-based school excursion.
Come and enjoy didgeridoo performances and presentations by
Uncle Bill Nicholson, Wurundjeri Elder at the special launch of
the trail.
Free event all welcome. Please dress for outdoor cold weather.
The walking trail is an easy short walk that is pram and assisted
wheelchair accessible in most sections.
For more information please contact Cultural Services on 9840 9246.

INCREASED PROTECTION PROPOSED
ALONG YARRA RIVER

Cameron Guymer
0408 348 180
44 Yarra Street, Warrandyte. Phone 9844 3280

By PAUL WILLIAMS

The Minister for Planning recently announced the release of the draft
Recommendations Report for the Middle Yarra River Corridor Study.
The Report outlines the values of the Middle Yarra River corridor
and includes recommendations about its future management
between Ivanhoe and Warrandyte. The project is being led by the
Department of Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure (DTPLI)
and involves Manningham and Banyule City Councils, Nillumbik
Shire and Melbourne Watter.
The draft Middle Yarra River Recommendations Report
recommends:
n new design controls for riverside properties, setting mandatory
height limits of between eight and 12 metres, and mandatory
setbacks of between 30 to 100 metres from the Yarra, depending
on lot size and location;
n strengthenenig existing environmental controls across council
boundaries that focus on protecting the Yarra’s natural landscape
values;
n increasing minimum lot sizes, particularly in the rural and lower
density areas of the River; and applying the Neighbourhood
Residential Zone along the inner urban stretch of the river.
Community feedback closes on 22 August 2014 and will inform
the final recommendations report and development of amendments
to the Manningham, Banyule and Nillumbik planning schemes.
The Report and further information can be found on the project
website at www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/middleyarrastudy.
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Manningham Relay for Life is
back to raise funds to fight cancer
MANNINGHAM Relay for Life
will be held on the weekend of
September 13 and 14 and the Gardiner McInnes Estate Agents team
was pictured cooking up a storm
at Goldfields Plaza last week raising money for the cause.
Relay for Life is the major fundraising event for Cancer Council
Victoria, an independent, volunteer-based charity taking the lead
in cancer research, support and
education programs across Victoria. It is through the involvement

of people and organisations that
they can continue to help the one
in three Victorians affected by
cancer.
The fundraising kicked off with
a sausage sizzle and sale of raffle tickets at Quinton’s IGA and
Gardiner McInnes team member
Pippa Leitner said “we decided
to hold a raffle as our main fundraising effort for this event and
we have been overwhelmed by
the support of local traders and
businesses who have generously

donated vouchers, hampers and
gifts which has resulted in a total of 23 fabulous prizes up for
grabs”.
The main prize is a Hot Lap
with Wilson Security Racing
which will be drawn on Saturday September 6 with all other
prizes to be drawn on Friday,
September 12, at Noon at the
Gardiner McInnes office, where
tickets are available for
purchase for $2 each or three
for $5.

Australia has contributed to some
of these, but still has a long way to
go. We need to start leading and not
following, and encourage our government to understand that renewable
energy is important to us so we can

advance our country sustainably. As
ACF president Ian Lowe said, “When
the people lead, the leaders follow”.
I felt very privileged to have attended this training. Having learnt about
such important issues from Al Gore

himself and others was a fantastic
opportunity.
If you would like to discuss anything further with me feel free to
email me at lauren.mueller6@hotmail.com or phone 0422 504 815

Facing up to climate change
This month the Diary introduces Lauren Mueller, our new
wildlife and conservation writer who will provide us with a
column from time to time. Born in Melbourne and raised for
most of her life in Warrandyte except for a four-year period
when her family lived in Germany and Thailand, Lauren,
20, is completing a Bachelor of Wildlife and Conservation
Biology at Deakin University. After university, Lauren
says she plans to travel and work as an environmental
conservationist.
BOUT a month ago I
joined more than 500
people from 32 countries
for a training workshop
run by the Climate Reality Project and Australian Conservation Foundation, an empowering
session aimed at teaching the facts
underpinning global warming and
how to go on and teach others and
present it to audiences.
Many inspiring people joined
former US vice-president Al Gore in
training us in combating the most
prevailing issue we face today. I
wanted to share a taste of this experience and pass on a hint of the
enthusiasm, which we all left with
after the training.
Living in Warrandyte we are well
aware of the heatwaves and bushfires that overcome the land. In many
other parts of the world they are
equally aware of typhoons, drought,
floods and many more natural disasters. Although we cannot attribute
a single natural disaster to global
warming, the increase in frequency
and severity of these events are a
result of the rising temperatures that
humans have played some part in
inflicting upon our planet.
It’s easy to think that climate
change is something that only “greenies” care about and that it won’t
affect everyone. The reality is that if
we don’t do something about it, it will
affect all of us and most industries
will feel its consequences – after all,
it affects agriculture, the economy,
human health and infrastructure.
It is incredibly important now, more
than ever, for us all to take action.
With the atmospheric carbon dioxide
levels now significantly higher than

they ever have been, the debate of
whether global warming is natural
or human-induced really shouldn’t
be the focus. We know it will take
every person to pitch in to create
a sustainable future and treat Earth
with the respect it deserves.
I found it inspiring that there are
already so many great things being
done to reduce emissions: many
countries are meeting their carbon
reduction targets by implementing
legislation such as emissions trading
schemes as well as installing huge
amounts of solar and wind farms.
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Warrandyte doctor delivers good news on world stage

Birth drug breakthrough
By CHERIE MOSELEN

WHEN it comes to first world problems, deciding what to wear to an
unplanned meeting with Hilary Clinton is not an issue most people will
ever have to consider.
But that can’t be said for Warrandyte academic Michelle McIntosh.
Diary reporter CHERIE MOSELEN
spoke with the Monash University
researcher about her recent dilemma, and the hundreds of hours she
spends on the more serious question
of maternal mortality.
Cherie M: I understand you are
leading a research team at the
Monash Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences to create an inhalable
form of the drug oxytocin. Can you
explain its potential to affect birthing outcomes worldwide?
Michelle McIntosh: Oxytocin is a
drug that prevents excessive bleeding after childbirth (postpartum
haemorrhage) and is routinely given
as an injection to birthing mothers
here. However, in developing nations
hundreds of thousands of women
die from postpartum haemorrhage
because they do not have access to
this lifesaving treatment.
We are developing an inhalable
form of oxytocin to get around these
limitations.
What triggered the subject of your
research? Was it an interest specifically in maternal health?
No, it was very much serendipity –
like most scientific discoveries.
I had welcomed a student from
Botswana, who had an AusAID
scholarship, to undertake his Masters at Monash. He was interested
in comparing generic products with
the innovator brand product, so we
came up with the idea of looking at
the different administrative routes
of a drug.
One of my colleagues suggested the
administration of oxytocin, which
appealed to the student who, coming
from Africa, understood the urgent
need for finding effective and affordable solutions for communities that
lack quality health services.
How did this research gather momentum toward becoming a major
breakthrough?
It started with a Gates Foundation
funding programme called Grand
Challenges Exploration. The foundation thought our idea had merit and
gave us $100,000 to generate data to
see if it would hold up.
We then applied to Saving Lives At
Birth (a group of major funding agencies in maternal health) and as one of
70 finalists out of 600 applicants, we
were invited to Washington DC for a
12 minute interview.
Pressure?
Most nerve-racking experience I
have had in my career!
I went off to the conference in DC
by myself, a pharmaceutical scientist
who didn’t know a lot about this area
of global health.

Breaking new ground: Monash University researcher Dr Michelle McIntosh.

Several colleagues said: “You won’t
get funding – they are looking for
exciting ideas and what you’re proposing is run of the mill.”
However, to those maternal health
stakeholders dealing with preventable deaths, it wasn’t so ordinary.
They were astounded that I was
talking about delivering this medicine via the lungs.
It might be a stretch to suggest
these were your “15 minutes of
fame” but it does sound like a big
occasion.
It was a pivotal moment.
Every finalist voted for the technology they thought would most likely
be transformational in changing the
way maternal health is delivered.
The last night of the conference,
I was told confidentially that our
project had won the award, and that
the next morning I would meet Hilary

Clinton.
Is that when you realised the potential of the project?
That was the ‘ah-ha’ moment.
People back home were asking me
what I was going to wear, and all I
could think was: whatever’s in my
suitcase because I’ll be up all night
preparing my talk!
Things changed quickly after that –
for the project and my career.
How so?
I was invited to present at a World
Health Organisation meeting in The
Hague, but most importantly we travelled to meet midwives and obstetricians from sub-Saharan countries
and rural India.
One of the African hospitals we
visited delivers about 33,000 babies
per year.
Sometimes it has oxytocin ampoules but there won’t be any nee-

dles to administer the drug. So
there is a very difficult choice to
make: re-use a dirty needle and risk
serious infection, or don’t, and risk
a patient dying from postpartum
haemorrhage.
The obstetrician said he goes home
every day, devastated, because he
knows there is nothing he can do to
change that outcome. But he hopes
one day something will.
In terms of driving us as a research
team to get funding, to make this
project work quickly, that’s a powerful incentive.
So what does it take to get a
medicine like this from an institute in Melbourne into developing
countries?
In monetary terms, it takes tens of
millions of dollars.
Our hope is to bring together a
number of organisations in maternal

health and ask them to contribute
- not just money but experience.
We will also need to develop an
education programme that runs
parallel with the introduction of an
inhaled oxytocin system into local
communities.
We know pharmaceutically we can
deliver this product but it’s not the
only consideration. Would someone
in a village in rural India use an inhaled medication? We need to understand the cultural perception of that.
What stage is the project at now?
We have funding (about $3.5 million) for the first clinical trial, which
will determine the regulatory pathway we need to take.
Depending on further studies, we
may be able to go down an abbreviated pathway of just a couple of years.
Otherwise, we are looking at three to
four years to get the drug approved.
Research like this has a ripple
effect – how has it impacted your
own team?
One of the things at Monash we are
passionate about is ‘research-led’
teaching.
This project gives me an opportunity as a teacher to contextualise
concepts for undergraduates in
terms of why we might want to
compare different routes for drug
administration.
One post-graduate, who coincidentally is also a Warrandyte native, has
just taken five months off from the
project to volunteer in South Africa.
She will be coming to meet me
at the next Saving Lives at Birth
meeting in DC because she wrote
another grant application that has
been shortlisted for funding around
this project.
A project like this builds networks,
so it opens up avenues for young
researchers to find their passion and
use their training.
That’s what you want as an academic – you are doing it for the research
but you also want to help that next
generation of pharmaceutical scientists establish their careers.
Do you think school science labs
adequately nurture an appetite for
discovery?
I’d like to see more authentic science taught, and less of what I call
‘cooking’ science.
My children go to a nearby primary
school, and I’ve been involved on
the school board for several years
now, helping develop their science
program.
As an educator it’s crucial to get
in at an early level, while children
are still willing to believe science
can be fun.
Kids should be able to put a bug
under a microscope and see the wing
structure, and tiny hairs on the legs.
It amazes them, to be able to break
down the big picture of the world
into more and more detail.
And being a scientist is really about
wanting to understand a part of the
world around us.

100 years of discoveries for humanity

Shining a light on Medical Research
By CHERIE MOSELEN

IN October, Warrandyte resident
and director of Melbourne’s Walter
and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical
Research (WEHI) Professor Doug
Hilton will present the first of a new
series of community outreach talks
in Warrandyte.
The idea behind the talks, which
will include other WEHI staff and
students, is to make medical research accessible and to promote a
conversation between scientists and
the community.
WEHI works on three types of
diseases: cancer, inflammatory and
immune illnesses (like arthritis,
celiac disease), and diabetes and

infectious disease (like malaria, HIV
and hepatitis).
Professor Hilton believes most people know someone who has been hit
by these types of diseases, so he is
hoping there will be wide interest in
hearing about the newest research.
“We make discoveries that shape
contemporary thinking about the
biological world and use that insight
to trigger major improvements in
disease prevention, diagnosis and
treatment,” Professor Hilton told
the Diary.
WEHI, (located in Parkville) will
celebrate its centenary next year,
making it the oldest of its kind in
Australia.

Approximately 100 clinical trials
underway in Australia and around
the world are based on research
discoveries made at the institute.
The WEHI director said the Australian Government provided about
60% of the institute’s funding, with
another 20% coming from donations.
“One way or another the community support our research and are,
in many ways, our ‘shareholders’,
so we have an obligation to explain
how we have invested this money,”
said Professor Hilton.
“The community should understand they are directly supporting
some of Australia’s best scientists
to work collaboratively in one of the

world’s foremost medical precincts.”
Likewise, the evening will be of benefit to students interested in medical
research as a career.
Professor Hilton, who is also head
of the department of medical biology
at the University of Melbourne, said
he is happy to answer questions
about career paths, as well as the
research carried out by the institute.
The first community talk – to be
held at Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House on Thursday October 2 at
7.30pm – will focus on breast cancer.
WEHI researchers were the first in
the world to discover breast stem
cells, which play an important role in
the development of breast cancers.

Using this information, clinical scientists at the institute are leading a
number of clinical trials aimed at improving treatments for breast cancer.
Breast cancer remains the most
common cancer in Australian women, affecting more than 14,500 women each year.
Community members are encouraged to register their attendance by
calling the Neighbourhood House
on: 9844 1839.
Light refreshment will be provided
on the night.
l Note: This is an information
evening only. It is not a recruitment
session for clinical trials.
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It’s Australia’s most
By VAL POLLEY

T’S known as going viral and
while it may have only been
a mini epidemic, there’s no
denying that the short film of
Australia’s Most Remarkable
School on YouTube, and posted on
the Diary’s Facebook page, caught
the imagination of many Warrandyte residents and resulted in a
flurry of emails and postings.
What caused such interest? Well,
the school in question was Koornong School in North Warrandyte
in the 1940s and the film was an
historic newsreel piece by British
Pathé.
For those who don’t know the history, British Pathé was a famous UK
producer of newsreels. The company started in London in 1910 and
prided itself on filming and recording famous events throughout history. It was founded by Frenchman
Charles Pathé and his brothers,
who pioneered the development
of the moving image in the silent
movie era.
Indeed the first newsreels were
silent but soon the newsreels were
documenting events for a wide
cinema audience. The most important events were caught on camera
and preserved for posterity. That
a small school in a small township
in Australia was recorded is pretty
amazing.
It may be hard today to visualize
the times without television, smart
phones, computers and, of course,
YouTube, Twitter and Facebook.
Up until the advent of television,
newsreel producers such as Pathé
(UK) or Cinesound (staunchly Australian) and Australian Movietone
News provided cinema-goers with
the only moving images they would
see of world events. An evening at
the cinema would entail a program
of two movies separated by a number of newsreels and cartoons.
Every aspect of life was recorded
in the various newsreels and today
provides a wonderful record of
the major events of the early 20th
Century. Whether it’s the Wright
Brothers’ first flight, the Hindenburg Disaster, the two World Wars
or great sporting events, there will
be a newsreel that recorded it. As
of April this year, Pathé uploaded
its entire collection of 85,000 historic, digitized films to make its
archive more accessible. It is one of
these that showcases the Koornong
School in Warrandyte.
Clive and Janet Nield founded
their experimental school called
Koornong in 1939 and were no
doubt influenced by the natural
and artistic climate of Warrandyte.
Despite difficulties and uncertainty due to the war in Europe, the
Nields planned a modern school
with a self-governing community
of children and adults to be set

amongst the eucalypt bushland beside the Yarra River in Warrandyte
North. They founded the school on
a progressive educational system
where pupils voted for their own
laws, and suffered no compulsion
and little restraint. The school was
considered well ahead of its time
with a curriculum based around
self awareness and integrated
learning of subjects. This philosophy is borne out by the newsreel.
The five-minute black and white
film with its voice-over narration
in clipped, male, English tones and
musical background, nevertheless
provides a wonderful visual record
of the school.
It starts with shots of children
walking among the bush with
wooden school buildings dotted
among the trees. There is obviously
the threat of closure of the school
due to lack of funds. In true Warrandyte fashion, the students hold
a meeting to discuss the possibility
of closing down. Procedure at the
meeting, run by the students them-

A shaggy dog story in black and white
OST days we walk Gizmo, our little white fluffy
Maltese-Shitzsu cross,
along the river track.
Gizmo meets lots of
friends, and enjoys a romp and a
run with most of them. These days,
many of them seem to be black and
white sheep dogs - Border Collies often chasing balls or hanks of rope.
Some of them even chase Gizmo.
We suspect they think he is a sheep.
We know all about sheep and sheep
dogs…
Soon after Judy and I were married
I was appointed to my first teaching
position, a tiny, one-teacher school
near Rainbow in the Mallee. Before
we left Melbourne we acquired a
black and white pup; not quite a
pure-bred Border Collie, but pretty
close. We called him Andy.
“Our Andy’s gone with cattle, now,”
the school kids sang. But our Andy
didn’t ‘go with cattle’, nor even

sheep. Following generations of
breeding in Melbourne backyards, he
didn’t know anything about sheep.
We thought.
Schoolroom and residence were in
the same building, so Andy had full
access to playground and shelter
shed, and as he grew he did duty
as ball ‘foxer’, Red Indian steed and
discoverer of a ‘dirty big black snake’
in the woodheap, that turned out to
be a blue-tongue lizard.
Andy appeared to have found his
true vocation: as a school dog. No
better life could be found for any dog.
That is, until his true destiny turned
up: a neighbouring wheat and sheep

farmer whose own dog had recently
been killed in a shooting accident.
“Ever tried that dog with sheep?”
the neighbour asked as he dropped
off his kids one morning. “Never,” we
replied. “Looks like he’d be alright.”
We outlined his backyard lineage
back as far as we knew it. “He’d be
useless.”
“We start shearing tomorrow, and
without a second dog we’ll be in
real trouble,” the neighbour said.
“All we’ve got now is the old kelpie
bitch. She’s been a top working dog,
but she’ll never handle shearing on
her own.”
We agreed to a trial run.
A few days later we visited the
neighbour’s farm, and there was our
Andy, working one side of the mob
while the kelpie worked the other.
“The first day he stayed close to
the kelpie, following everything she
did,” the farmer said. “The next day
he also started obeying my voice and

whistles. Now - well see for yourself.
Working like the best of ’em.” Andy
was clearly enjoying every second
of it.
“That dog’s ruined, yer know,”
another local commented. “All he’ll
want to do now is work sheep.”
The next school we had was on the
Murray River at Torrumbarry near
Echuca. The residence was two miles
from the school, close to the Murray
Valley Highway.
One day we got a phone call from a
neighbouring sheep farmer.
“You know where that black and
white dog of yours is?”
“No.”
“He’s at our place. He’s moved a
mob of sheep from two paddocks
away and is waiting for me to open
a gate into our shearing shed yard.
You better come and get him.”
A few months later another farmer
presented our little daughter with
an orphan lamb, a feeding bottle and

strict instructions on what to do. The
lamb dragged the toddler around the
back yard as she attempted to feed
it with the bottle.
At first Andy watched the lamb
keenly, crouching down to intercept
its every move, usually to no avail:
the lamb adopted the dog, snuggling
up whenever possible. A sheepdog
with its own private lamb was one
thing; here we had a sheep with its
own sheep dog!
The lamb grew larger and larger.
Having identified Andy as its mother,
it ran after him everywhere, bleating
piteously. The dog’s mortification
was evident on his face as he attempted to escape.
Andy had taken to crossing the
road to the local pub. He had to
cross a fenced wheat paddock to
achieve this, but had no trouble
squeezing between the wire strands
of the fence. The sheep followed him
faithfully, bleating constantly and
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remarkable school
Opinions
sought for
Yarra River
changes
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

selves, is orderly and they propose
a newsreel to show the world their
wonderful school and their love of
the Australian bush in order to gain
funding and prevent closure.
Various close-up shots of school
activities follow: weaving, pottery
and dancing. Several shots of informal mixed classes being taught in
the open such as science or gymnastics are featured. The narration
talks of children being unable to
learn unless they are happy and
stresses the informality of the
classroom.
The film presents a delightful
picture of a school where an independent approach and outdoor life
is encouraged. Students are shown
riding horses through the bush
or plunging into the Yarra River
to swim. Early support for gender
equality is voiced during the serving of a meal and student’s wellbeing shown as being met by child
psychologist, school co-founder,
Janet Nield. The film presents an
idyllic picture of an iconic Austra-

lian school and childhood.
However, the efforts of the students and the newsreel were in
vain. Pressures resulting from
war restrictions, combined with
poor financial management, led to
the school closing in 1947. Clive
and Janet Nield were idealists
and the school’s closure saw the
end of their experiment. Many of
the buildings were destroyed by
bushfires in the 1950s. Fortunately,
the former headmaster’s house
survived along with some other
fragments of the school.
The newsreel highlights issues
of importance to us today. Firstly,
contrast the apparent freedoms

and openness of the school and its
students with activities enjoyed by
today’s children. Have we moved
too far in trying to protect our
young from all possible hurts and
difficulties? There have been many
reports in recent times of “helicopter parents” (despite them often
praising the freedoms they themselves enjoyed as children) and of
concerns for children’s development. Today’s children are reported as being constantly observed
and ferried by car everywhere even
to playgrounds and of not venturing out on their own to explore and
experiment.
The second is the storing of

jumping in leaps and bounds as it
followed through the ripening wheat.
Dog and sheep entered the pub
together, much to the delight of the
drinkers, the sheep’s hooves clattering noisily across the wooden floor
of the bar. They were the toast of
the town! We don’t know if drunks
gave the two of them beer, but we

wouldn’t be surprised.
When it was time to feed them, I
would stand at the front gate and call
and whistle. They responded well,
their passage across the paddock
marked by the bleating of the sheep
as it leapt through the crop.
The sheep was approaching fully-grown by now and had taken to

affectionately butting our daughter,
sending her sprawling. Time to go
back into the paddock with its family. This lasted about two days. The
mob of sheep was found out on the
road. Lambsie had taught the rest of
the flock how to scramble through
fences!
Andy went missing soon after this.

Today’s children are reported as being constantly
observed and ferried by car everywhere even
to playgrounds and of not venturing out on their
own to explore and experiment

today’s moving images for future
audiences and ensuring an appreciation of history. The Pathé newsreels provide a wonderful window
into past events. Will current moving images (often recorded on tablet or smart phone) do the same?
The coming of television in the
1950s and 60s saw the eventual end
of the newsreel and centred news
and entertainment in the home
for several decades. Now there is
a plethora of online image-makers
such as YouTube and Facebook
with no doubt more to come. Will
images stored on these new media
last as long as Pathé newsreels and
be available to future viewers? Only
time will tell.
If you haven’t done so already,
watch and enjoy the newsreel of
Australia’s most remarkable school
and speculate on the contrast and
changes between then and now.
Visit www.britishpathe.com/video/
australias-most-remarkable-school
Photos from the Warrandyte
Historical Society archive.

We found him several days later,
lying mortally injured in the ditch
beside the Murray Valley Highway.
We kept him as comfortable as possible until he finally succumbed. We
would like to believe that his last
hours, in his dreams, were spent
herding sheep.
CLIFF GREEN

THE Napthine Government
is asking community members
for feedback on its new
“strict” measures aimed at
protecting the Yarra River from
overdevelopment.
Until August 22, people can
have their say on the proposals
included in the Middle Yarra
River Recommendations Report,
with riverside planning controls
including increasing minimum
lot sizes, mandatory height limits
of between eight and 12 metres,
and setbacks of between 30m and
100m from the Yarra.
Planning Minister, Matthew
Guy, says the controls will
ensure consistency in planning
rules along the 70km stretch of
the river, which runs through
Manningham, Banyule and
Nillumbik.
Member for Warrandyte,
Ryan Smith, says the planning
protections are “much needed”.
“The Napthine coalition government is protecting the Yarra River
once and for all. We’re proposing
strict mandatory controls that will
prevent development intruding
on the natural character of the
river corridor, its banks and much
valued vegetation and parkland,”
he said.
Not-for-profit community
group, the Yarra Riverkeeper
Association, welcomes the
study but says the new planning
controls don’t go far enough
in protecting the river from
overdevelopment.
Ian Penrose, from the
association, is pleased with the
government’s decision to not
reduce minimum lot sizes, but he
says the new plans would allow
further degradation of the Yarra’s
natural environment.
“Notwithstanding recent
amendments, developers may
still be able to exploit the
lucrative views of the river by
erecting taller and more intrusive
buildings,” Mr Penrose said.
“These regulations would
still allow for bigger and closer
buildings to be built than what’s
already there. I fully understand
the wish by landholders and developers to create water views but
every time they do, the public is
losing out to private benefit.
“If you have a view from your
building then what you’re doing
is you’re putting a building in the
view for everyone else. The environmental, cultural and visual
values in this part of the river are
all based on the landscape being
natural.”
Encroaching development
threatens the health and biodiversity of the river and its wetlands,
which is home to hundreds of different plant and animal species.
“In the Lower Yarra the erection
of huge apartment buildings
is a serious problem, but just
as damaging is the cumulative
impact of many developments
on single home sites. Further
upstream, indigenous vegetation
is being cleared to make way
for expanding suburbia. This
misplaced development is
destroying the visual and
recreational amenity of the river
corridor and its precious wildlife
habitat,” Mr Penrose said.
Read the full report and have
your say at www.dtpli.vic.gov.au/
middleyarrastudy
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Julian’s Pink Panther on the prowl
By Chris Williams

FOR the first time Warrandyte’s Julian Gurney will be involved in this
year’s Variety Children’s Charity
Bash, an event which involves travelling by car to rural parts of Australia
to visit disadvantaged children.
THE “Bash” departs from Melbourne in two days (August 14)
and will finish in Noosa. The cause
has already raised $200 million for
children in need and helps 100,000
kids each year.
In an impressive feat, Gurney has
raised over $30,000 for the Variety
Children’s Charity.
He moved to Warrandyte in 1985
and lives here with his wife Carmen,
his son Cooper and daughter Sophie.
Although Gurney works as the national retail sales manager for Scania,
which is one of Australia’s biggest

importers of bus and coach chassis,
the vehicle he will be driving for the
Variety Bash is nothing like a bus.
Dubbed the “Pink Panther”, Gurney
will drive his snazzy looking 1969
Volkswagen Baja Beetle to rural
towns throughout Australia when
he visits some of the disadvantaged
children he is helping.
“The Variety Bash was an opportunity for me to be able to give something back to the Kids of Victoria that
need special help,” he told the Diary.
“While a small donation from me
to a cause like this is always appreciated, a $30,000 donation from the
industry that transports children every day of the week certainly goes a
long way to providing the necessary
equipment or special programs for
kids who are often not able to enjoy
the everyday benefits of a normal

childhood.
“From a personal perspective it
was also an opportunity for me to
do something out of the ordinary,
to push myself to achieve my goal.
“At the end of the day, I feel proud
of my achievement knowing that I
have done something that will make
a difference to children out in the
community that just need a little
leg up to enjoy life, and I feel I’ve
contributed back to the community.”
The Variety Children’s Charity
plays an important role in improving
the quality of life for children who
desperately require a helping hand,
and Gurney is ecstatic to be a part of
the process of improving the quality
of life for these children.
To donate visit https://2014
varietybashvic.everydayhero.
com/au/jules-gurney-car-112

Rob and Jock create
Gran and Duncan
By SCOTT PODMORE

WARRANDYTE Diary cartoonists
Robert Black and Jock Macneish
are the brains behind Manningham’s most animated residents to
hit the internet, Gran and Duncan,
the lead players in council’s campaign to “advocate for much needed state government funding”, according to Manningham council, for
three vital infrastructure projects.
The projects include the development of the Mullum Mullum Highball Facility, the redevelopment of
the Aquarena Aquatic and Leisure
Centre and the completion of the
Mullum Mullum Linear Trail.
The idea is that the characters,
Gran and Duncan, love Manningham and they are advocates for
an active, healthy lifestyle but
they know that we need the right
facilities to help build a healthy
community. So, together they are
urging residents and visitors to
help spread the word and gather
support with local politicians and
within the community for the projects.
Check out their YouTube video
by searching the hashtag #LiveHealthyManningham and share it

on social media. Robert and Jock
are cartoonists who work together
to create “light-hearted videos
about serious subjects, and tell
compelling stories that people find
entertaining”, according to the dynamic duo.
Their work is based on the idea
that pictures help tell stories. The
videos show the pictures being
drawn as the story is told. They
call their animated videos ‘Moving
Pictures’, because seeing how the
picture is drawn helps people understand how the story unfolds,
and can move the audience to
laughter, and sometimes tears.
Robert and Jock work for both
the private and the public sector
and have produced over a dozen videos in the past couple of
months. They produce their videos
from their studios in the hills of
Warrandyte where “the creative
atmosphere is a definite help”, according to Jock.
They themselves don’t plan on
“moving” any time soon.
You can see examples of their
work and ‘Moving Pictures’ at www.
robertblack.com.au and www.
strategicimages.com.au

Arts festival all set at ACPS
CHILDREN at Anderson’s Creek
Primary School will be involved
in their bi-annual Arts Festival
where there is a combination of
both visual and performing arts
celebrated and showcased across
the school.
The children are working on
pieces of art work involving paper
mache, crocheting, photography,
weaving and sculpture.
All children from grades Prep
through to 6 will be involved in
singing and dancing routines.
There will be three shows, one
matinee and two evening performances where families can attend.

Bookings will become available
through Try Booking in mid to
late August.

The festival takes place on the
following dates:
Wednesday, September 10, matinee 2pm to 3.30pm. Evening performance 6pm to 7.30pm.
Thursday, September 11, evening performance 6pm to 7.30pm.
All shows will be presented in
the Performing Arts Theatre at
Anderson’s Creek Primary School.
There will be no cost to families
for attending the Arts Festival.
Children’s art work will also be
displayed throughout the school.
The school encourages all members of the Warrandyte community to attend.
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Warrandyte
Consulting Rooms
2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

New doctors
now taking new patients
Dr Olivia Rimington
Dr Andrew Perrignon
Dr Libby Rochstein
Dr Esther Ko
Dr Paul Proimois

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN
Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

COME AND JOIN US AT

Manningham Relay For Life in 2014!

Eager to learn more about Relay and how your workplace, school, family, friend
group or organisation can be involved? Join us for at our Manningham Relay 2014
Information Night and be a part of the incredible experience that is Relay For Life!
You don’t need to have yet registered a team – all are welcome!
The Information Session
6.45pm, 2 September 2014
Rieschiecks Reserve Athletics Track Pavilion
George St, Doncaster East

Relay For Life 2014
13 & 14 September 2014
Rieschiecks Reserve Athletics Track Pavilion
George St, Doncaster East

For more information: Roberta Atherton, Cancer Council Coordinator,
Roberta.atherton@cancervic.org.au, 0438 586 727
Join the thousands of
Australians who take part
in Cancer Council’s Relay
For Life each year.
An overnight experience with fun
activities and moving ceremonies
to raise vital funds for research,
prevention and support services.
Help us make a difference in the
fight against cancer.
Register now.
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Our humble Diary is a global winner
IT’S been the little Aussie newspaper that kept on going … going
around the world, that is, a grassroots, real community newspaper
that has more reach than a crude
Murdoch giant, more appeal than a
snobby Fairfax broadsheet.
The Warrandyte Diary well and
truly went “global” over the past
12 months as Warrandytians, famous faces, former locals and even
new friends of the Diary went to
great efforts to take our humble little communication hub around the
world to be seen in places founder Cliff Green would never have
dreamt of back in 1970. Yes, we’re
devoted to the Greater Warrandyte
area – but our distribution is global
(well, kinda).
Yes sir, the Diary’s found its
mojo, a multicultural juggernaut.
Admittedly, it did require a wee
bit of enticement with a major
prize for those who participated, albeit a little weekender away in the
glorious holiday grounds known
as Crystal Brook Tourist Park just
around the corner.
Ironically, the winning Diary
Goes Global entry was submitted
by Peter and Sharon Royal and
their kids who took the Diary to
the waters of Vietnam in a boat
(inset right) … they also just happen to live up the hill from Crystal Brook and even overlook its
grounds. If they just happen to run
out of toilet paper, well, problem
easy fixed – just toss it over the
side fence!
Living so close by won’t lessen
the appeal of a stay in a cabin next
door, apparently.
“Oh no, we’re really looking
forward to having Ella’s birthday
party there,” mum Sharon said.
“It’s going to be a fun weekend and
I know the kids will have a great

time.”
Of course they will. A fully
equipped cabin, jumping pillow,
bird feeding in the afternoon, undercover alfresco outdoor dining
area, games room and more as
Robyn and the team give them the
… ahem … Royal treatment (right).
The Diary Goes Global feature
in the travel page of our local rag
drew entries from far and wide.
Pakistan, Japan, the United States,
United Kingdom, Thailand, Sweden, Dubai, Papua New Guinea,
China and South America to name
a few.
While we couldn’t fit the never-ending supply of entries on this
two-page spread, please enjoy what
we could feature, and thanks again
to our loyal readers for taking part
in all the fun.
By the way, don’t slacken off. It’s
back on again! Remember to throw
a copy of the Diary in your suitcase
and keep your entries coming!
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Come along
and enjoy
one of our
new desserts –
Warm pineapple poached
in vanilla bean and champagne
with an almond and oat crumble
and double cream

OPEN
Tuesday to Saturday, 5.30pm to 10pm
Sunday, 11am to 10pm
Dine In and Takeaway
Licensed and BYO (wine only)

188 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
(opposite the Bakery)

Phone 9844 5778

www.vanillaorchid.com.au
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Hugh’s coming up roses
Words and pictures
by BILL MCAULEY

UGH McSpedden has
been looking at life
through rose-coloured
glasses for over 40 years.
The Warrandyte lightshow artist took to wearing his
trademark pink glasses way back in
the 1960s.
“Once you’ve worn rose-coloured
glasses everything looks so wonderful,” says Hugh. “They make the sky
a darker blue and every face totally
wonderful. I started wearing them
full time because when I put on normal specs it was pretty depressing.”
Hugh, 69, has lived in his home
near the river in Everard Drive for
40 years. He is a quirky guy and a
passionate collector of industrial patterns, his rambling home is chock-ablock full of the wooden and metal
patterns. There are hundreds of them
stacked all throughout Hugh’s living
rooms but there’s strange kind of
beauty and order to the ramshackle
jumble of Hugh’s place, a sort of
organized chaos.
Hugh was born in Korumburra
and suffered form Rhuematic fever
when he was a child. That resulted
in partial deafness and made school
life difficult for the then youngster.
“I literally had trouble hearing the
teachers,” Hugh says. “And I dropped
out of school at the age of 13.”
By the time he was 20 years of age,
Hugh had worked at over 30 jobs
and was feeling a bit lost. During
treatment for his problems he was
prescribed LSD by a doctor and that
was the catalyst that sparked Hugh’s
lifelong passion for colour and light.
“The LSD experience was incredibly intense and fired up my creative
department,” he explains. “At first I
didn’t know how to channel it and I
started making experimental home
movies.”
What followed was a whole new
creative process that grew out of his
exploration and experiments.
“I began to shoot through prisms
and create dream sequences and
started to superimpose other images
with everything I shot. I was trying
to re-create the LSD experience,” he
told the Diary.
So what happened next? Hugh’s
artistic venture, The Edison Light
Company, was born.
The first lightshow was in a dilapidated factory in South Yarra that
later became The Jam Factory.
“There was a family connection,
too. My great uncle Achalen Wooliscroft Palfreyman was the managing
director at AJC-IXL, the original
owners of the building.”
Hugh’s lightshow business was
soon to diversify as some muso
mates invited him to run his movies

when they played their gigs.
The Edison Light Company began
to provide dreamy psychedelic
backdrops as the bands rocked out.
Hugh collaborated with some wellknown bands such as The Monkees,
Tangerine Dream, Tully, John Mayall,

Spectrum and local band Eucalypso.
The Edison Light Company eventually morphed into a new company
named Humania. “As in colour madness,” Hug says, chuckling.
After working for 10 years with
loud rock and roll bands, Hugh found

that his hearing was being affected
by the heavily amplified sound and
began to experiment with projecting
outdoors. He was the first person
in Australia to cover buildings with
imagery.
“I started loitering around cinemas
and got to know a few projectionists, learning new tricks,” he says.
“I bought an antique 1919 projector
from the Yackandandah Theatre
and modified it to project onto
buildings.”
In 1983 Hugh covered the Exhibition Building with kinetic polka dots.
“It was just totally wonderful and
because the dots were moving, it
exaggerated the three-dimensionality of the building. I also covered
the Melbourne Town Hall with polka
dots in 1984.”
In 1987 Hugh purchased a Pani
scenery projector that at the time
was the brightest slide projector on
earth. That new piece of equipment
gave him a real ability to project onto
large buildings.
The Warrandyte Festival committee has been lucky enough to have
Hugh as a member for over 30 years

resulting in some very exciting and
innovative lightshows that have featured earth poetry and a water-wall.
In 1998 Hugh tried combining light
and water in new ways by placing
12 projector lamps underwater in
the Yarra River and then had them
pulsating to music. It seems that
Hugh has never lost his flair for the
psychedelic.
Over the past 40 years Hugh has
collaborated with an amazing and
diverse list of musicians, dancers
and artists including Ariel, Ayers
Rock, Captain Matchbox, Daddy
Cool, Hunters and Collectors, Madder Lake, Mike Rudd, Sebastian
Jorgenesen, Steve Warner, Peter
Mumme, David Gulpilil, Sally Grice,
Judy Jacques, Waak Waak Jungi, Kavisha Mazella, Joe Camilleri and Anton
Baker. The list reads like a who’s who.
Events where Hugh has performed
his light magic include: the Sunbury
Pop Festival, Down To Earth Confest,
Adelaide Festival, Sydney Biennale,
Nimbin Festival, Chimera 88, Melbourne International Film Festival,
Melbourne Fringe Festival, Eltham
Festival, Earthdance Peace Festival
and The Christmas Hills Festival.
Hugh was also commissioned to
produce special effects for the musical Hair.
He officially retired in 2010 but
continues doing smallish events for
the joy of it. He is hoping to sell his
property some time soon.
“But I will still be hanging around
Warrandyte, even though I will probably spend a bit of time up north,”
he says.
Hugh still spends time collecting
and recycling foundry patterns. ‘I
turn them into industrial art.’ He
says. ‘It’s sometimes referred to as
Steam Punk I suppose.’
With a rose coloured twinkle in his
eye, Hugh summed up his attitude to
life in closing our interview, a quote
from Groucho Marx:
“Time flies like an arrow, fruit flies
like a banana.”
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Kids who are in the know
By Cherie Moselen

CHILDREN attending an Intuitive
Development Group in Research are
building self-confidence by learning
to recognise and trust their intuition.
Guided meditation, art, music and
dream analysis are just some of the
practical activities explored by the
group, who meet once a month.
During the hour and a half class,
children aged 9 to 16 years create
art such as ‘focus’ stones, which
can be taken home and used as a
practical tool.
Psychic medium Anthony Kilner
and qualified integration aide Laura
Simpson, who facilitate the meetings,
also teach relaxation techniques to
help balance energy and calm the
mind and body.
A creative artist and ABA therapist
(Applied Behaviour Analysis), who
has spent nine years working with
children with special needs, Laura
Simpson said the simple practices
combine well with the creative activities.
“The relaxation and breathing
techniques are real life skills that
children can use to assist their focus,” she said.
“The earlier they learn these skills,
the easier it is to draw on them as a
support in times of stress or high
pressure.”
Anthony said the aim of the group
was to provide a nurturing environment where children could discuss
things like dreams or artwork, expanding on their “natural intuitive
gifts”.
“I was bullied as a teenager at high
school,” the medium told the Diary.
“I was a sensitive kid and there
wasn’t anyone around who I could
talk to - certainly no one who I felt
shared my perspective.
“If I’d had access to a group of like
minded people, it would have made
a big difference to my outlook back
then.”
Thirteen-year old school student
Ashleigh, who has been coming to
the group since it started 12 months
ago, told the Diary it was a place

A creative environment: Integration aide Laura Simpson sets up activities for Children’s Intuitive Development Group. Photo by Anthony Kilner.

where she could be open about
things she might not feel comfortable
sharing with other kids or teachers.
“I enjoy making art and talking
about it, and I use the breathing
exercises at school, before I sit for a
test,” Ashleigh said.
She described the classes as “fun”

and said she enjoyed the discussions
because they were “personalised”.
When asked if being part of the Intuitive Development Group was having
a positive effect, Ashleigh’s mother
Nicole said her daughter slept better
because she had “learnt to ground
her energy” through meditation.

Nicole also said the development
group offered her daughter a “valuable pathway to self-discovery”.
l For further information about
the Children’s Intuitive Development Group, visit www.bridging
realms.com.au

Sweet sounds of sacred music
By RUTH BIRCH

ADAM Rankin grew up in Warrandyte
on the Osborne Peninsula. His travels have seen him amass a collection
of hundreds of sacred instruments.
He will be joining Dian Booth, a professional violinist and practioner of
healing through sound and colour, in
bringing a show of music, colour and
vibration to the Warranwood Michael
Centre this month. The Aspects of
Love concert will showcase the
duo’s musical talents using various
instruments, and both will be using
their skills in sound to bring inspiration to listeners. Guests will have
the chance to later attend a three
day workshop and interact with the
different instruments to create music
for themselves that has the potential
to address their health issues.
At just 19 Dian became a professional violinist, joining the Sydney
Symphony Orchestra, and later working with the Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra and various Orchestras in
London. After a successful career, a
major upheaval in her life saw her attending a healing course, where she
was assigned the task of investigating
sound for healing through music
and vibration. These techniques
have roots dating back thousands of
years, being used in ancient cultures,
particularly Egypt and Greece. Since
then, Dian has been working with
sound and colour as a combined
healing therapy for the last 30 years.
She has been travelling the world
with her collection of instruments
and has showcased her talents in
England, Europe, Russia and North
and South America, as well as teaching in Australia.
Her observations have shown that
the combination of sound, colour
and breathing is a powerful way for
people to relax and to improve their
own health issues, whether they be
physical, emotional or mental.

Warrandyte
reveals
Wurundjeri
stories
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

Adam was always interested in
vibrations and sound as a youngster,
and long ago started collecting instruments from Europe, India, Peru,
Burma, Nepal, Tibet, and the US.
Hearing of Dian’s work and appreciating her talent and experience, he
was quick to ask if she would like to
collaborate with him.
While the wonderful sounds that
Adam and Dian create are designed
to help people struggling with obstacles in life, just feeling the strong
vibrations of a Tibetan singing bowl,
miniature cymbals, or violin and appreciating the unusual and soothing
sounds is a spine-tingling experience.
Adam notes that musicians and
artists of all types can come to the
workshop and benefit from interact-

ing with the sound and vibration.
“In addition to coming for health
issues, artists will also benefit by
experiencing a deeper connection
to their own creation. It is a potent
form of connection that is relevant
to anyone.”
Dian says: “Much of my work in the
last 30 years has been research and
discovery. It is time to present the
results to larger numbers of people,
so they may receive the benefits of
what we are doing.”
As well as their musical talent,
on display at the concert will be a
very rare instrument, originating
in ancient Egypt. This instrument
will later be used in the workshop.
While those attending the concert
will receive the experience, the work-

shop gives people the opportunity
to create their own experience and
self-healing.
Both Adam and Dian are impressive as musical artists and it will be
interesting to see what they produce
as a duo.
If their solo albums are anything to
go by, it is certain that the concert
will be something special.
l Aspects of Love concert: Friday,
August 22 at 7pm, Michael Centre,
37A Wellington Park Drive, Warranwood. Tickets available here:
trybooking.com/flht
Aspects of Love three day workshop: Friday 29 – Sunday 31 August,
Michael Centre. Tickets available
here: trybooking.com/fjbv

IN an initiative taken to explore
and illuminate the rich history
and traditional lifestyle of the
region’s Indigenous people,
Warrandyte will accommodate a
new project spearheaded by Manningham City Council known as
Wurundjeri Stories.
Situated in Warrandyte’s Pound
Bend Reserve, a significant sacred
site to the Wurundjeri people, the
project will include a sequence of
informative and explanatory signs
detailing aspects of Wurundjeri
spiritual beliefs, as well as traditional ways of living.
Created in conjunction with
the Wurundjeri tribe and Parks
Victoria, the series of signs will
also provide an interactive aspect,
ensuring that the experience will
be not only informative, but also
entertaining for those who visit
the park.
Not only providing a future site
for potential education – for example, school excursions or curious
walkers – the signs will also hold
interest to the wider indigenous
community of the region.
The unveiling is due to take
place on Thursday August 14 at
1.30pm, with Wurundjeri elder
Uncle Bill Nicholson and project
partners scheduled to be present
for the important occasion. Attendees are encouraged to wear
clothes suitable for the elements,
and won’t have to bring their wallets because it’s free of charge.
Interested members of the public are encouraged to RSVP by the
August 10, and members of the
local community are encouraged
to make their way down to Pound
Bend to take an intriguing journey
through the background of the
traditional owners of the land.
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Greg Swedosh is a
Warrandytian on the north
side known to explore the
wild side of nature with his
family of five. Greg is this
month’s guest travel writer
AMILY bonding could perhaps be defined as a family
of five crammed into a Wicked Camper rooftop tent. On
the other hand, expecting
to get a decent night’s kip in this
situation may just be the definition
of optimism.
With this in mind we flew across
the country to Exmouth, picked up
our vehicle adorned with dodgy
slogans and set up camp in Cape
Range National Park. Every year a
large number of visitors flock to the
luxurious waters of the Ningaloo
Coast in northern Western Australia.
The good news for holidaymakers is that only a minority of these
visitors are actually people. There
are relatively few of those. Instead,
the predominant tourists to the region are whale sharks, manta rays,
humpback whales and dugongs.
Loggerhead, hawksbill and green sea
turtles nest on the pristine beaches
in summer months.
On the right night, the turtle hatchlings can be seen scrambling their
way to the water for their maiden
swim. Permanent residents include a
myriad of spectacular fish, blue spotted stingrays, velvet-mouthed giant
clams and harmless reef sharks. On
land, the red kangaroos seem to be
everywhere in the late afternoon sun.
Also to be found are emus, echidnas,
rare rock wallabies and dingoes.
This whole region is an absolute
delight for any wildlife lover, but the
main draw for us was snorkelling on
the reef.
The World Heritage-listed Ningaloo
Reef is Australia’s largest fringing
coral reef. Unlike the Great Barrier
Reef, which typically involves long
boat journeys, the Ningaloo Reef is
accessible from the mainland. With
mask, snorkel and fins you can wade
into the water and immediately be
swimming around the coral with
schools of neon blue damselfish and
elongated trumpetfish. A four-foot
reef shark cruising alongside an even
larger stingray swam right by me.
My son Finn and I came across a
large-eyed, squid-like creature that
was hanging out under a coral ledge,
eventually identifying it as a cuttlefish. On a number of occasions we
swam with sea turtles, which always
felt particularly special. The aptly
named Turquoise Bay with its strikingly clear water and drift snorkel is
the prime bathing and snorkelling
spot. Kicking back on the sand it is
difficult to imagine that there is a
nicer beach anywhere in the world.
On a couple of late afternoons, we
had it all to ourselves.
There are no facilities in the Cape
Range campgrounds other than quite
decent toilets. You must bring your
own drinking water and you need a
vehicle to get to the best snorkelling
spots. All supplies are available in
Exmouth, just under an hour’s drive
away. Originally founded to support
a US naval base with communication
towers beaming radio signals to submarines across the ocean, Exmouth
is now a vibrant cosmopolitan little
place, courtesy of the international
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Ningaloo dreaming

Pictures: Greg and
Jasmine Swedosh

appeal of the extraordinary marine
life on its doorstep. There is accommodation, a small shopping district
and tour operators offering fishing
charters, night tours to see the nesting turtles, 4WD adventures and the
opportunity to swim with the whale
sharks or the manta rays.
Scuba diving courses and dive trips
can also be organised, including
to the Navy Pier, which regularly
ranks as one of the top ten world
diving destinations. A collection of
cafes, restaurants and pubs provide

excellent food options, though they
are certainly pricier than would be
expected on the east coast. The king
prawns, red emperor and coral trout
caught in the Gulf are something to
be savoured.
Down the coast 150km, Coral Bay
is more of a tiny tourist resort than a
town, containing two caravan parks,
a hotel, café and minimarket. Having
stocked up with supplies before
arriving (which I recommend), we
set up camp at the excellent Peoples
Park caravan park. By this stage we

had evicted Finn from the rooftop
tent into the little dome tent we’d
brought with us, so our camping
comfort levels had improved significantly.
A short walk to the wide sandy
beach and more snorkelling beckons.
The beach may lack the magic of Turquoise Bay, but the reef is far more
extensive and hours can be whiled
away swimming through the incredible fields of coral in lavender, bright
blue, yellows and greens. Coral Bay
also claims to be the only permanent

Australian home of manta rays, so
this is the perfect place from which
to take a tour to swim amongst them.
Each day on the Ningaloo coast
ends with the sun spectacularly setting into the Indian Ocean. Under the
beautiful twilight hues, a cold drink
in hand, conversations with fellow
travellers of “what did you see today?” are excitedly exchanged. Typically these give way to appreciative
reflection and a nod to the fact that
we are lucky to be kicking back in one
of the world’s truly special places.

LOOKING FOR A GREAT ESCAPE CLOSE TO HOME?
Crystal Brook Tourist Park is the place to go …
n Great cabin accommodation
n Powered/unpowered sites – some including ensuites
n Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover ‘al fresco’ area
n Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
n We host local birthday parties
n Van storage a speciality
n The cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
n Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!

CRYSTAL BROOK TOURIST PARK
182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte (opp Beasley’s Nursery)
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au
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grant mcgregor
0431 157 025 • 9844 3424
maca.mcgregor@bigpond.com

garden design
& maintenance
landscaping
sustainable solutions
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WARRANDYTE
✷✷ GLASS ✷✷
All types of
glass, glazing,
mirrors, shower
screens

fully insured

love
landscapes

Terry Ryan
9879 0373

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

PILATES

Uniting Church, Cnr Taroona Ave & Westend Rd, Warrandyte
Tues & Thurs 6.30–7.30pm
Fri 10.30–11.30am (new time from 1st August)
BYO mat, drink bottle and small towel
AUGUST ONLY – COMPLIMENTARY FIRST CLASS
Improve posture, balance, flexibility, strength
Improve health, confidence and decrease back pain
Pelvic Floor First Member – Level 2 Pilates Instructor – Personal Trainer
30 yrs Nursing experience – Suitable for All Ages – Mature Adults Welcome
Bookings: Dee 0425 747 819, info@deetermination.com.au
www.deeterminationfitness.com.au

Times have changed when
it comes to building homes
You’re in safe hands
PAUL J. GILLING
REBECCA VAN DER JAGT
B.Sc, B.AppSc, Grad Dip Manip Therapy MAPA

Warrandyte Physiotherapy Centre

2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte 9844 1566

Member of Manipulative Physiotherapists Association of Australia

DIARY MINI ADS
AUTHORISED CELEBRANT: 70
years young. 3000 weddings. Still
going strong. John Byrne 9844
2155, 0418 995 189.
CHAUFFEURED TRANSFERS
Arrive safely, in style and comfort.
Airport transfers, Parties, Weddings.
City and Suburb to Suburb. Up to
6 passengers & luggage. Call
Clive for bookings 0412 556 801.
MOBILE WOOD SPLITTING
SERVICE Ring Terry 0409 411 943
or leave a message on 9722 2592
DRAFTING SERVICE Qualified
structural, civil and geotechnical
draftsman, 32 yrs. (Autocad 25yrs).
Ring Ian 0401 050 191.

HEY have finally
finished building
the house over the
road. When I say
finished building,
I mean the numerous living,
sleeping, bathing rooms have
been completed to a baked
enamel crispness and every
solvent European country
has been raided to supply
the appliances and fittings
for the kitchen, media room,
five bathrooms and lap pool.
Finally, we may have seen the
last of the army of men who
have occupied the site for the
last one and a half years.
The 55 squares (old money) of house was finished at
Christmas but it has taken
from one to four men each
day for six months to complete the landscaping. Given
that the house takes up all
but a two-metre strip around
three sides and the normal
set back at the front, it seems
like a long and expensive
time to spend. All capped
off, of course, with the curly
wrought iron gates and fence
infills. Very different from
our house or of any we have
lived in!
We drove past our first
house the other day. We had it
built in the 1970s. We couldn’t
afford Merchant Builders or
any builder with a printed
name so we approached a
builder suggested to us by a
friend. When he asked what
we wanted to build we had no
idea so we did what was avail-

kibbled
“It was up to
us to tame the
surroundings...”

able then and that was to use
The Age Small Home Service.
We browsed the slight booklet
of architect designed small
homes and chose one to show
the builder, “just to get an idea
how much it might cost”.
It sort of “just happened”
after that. We had the house
built.
Now when I say built, I mean
the very basic structure was
plonked on what, in the process of building, had become
a bomb site. It was up to us
to tame the surroundings
and to make the interior more
homely than the insides of an
air raid shelter.
The concrete slab was
poured late in the afternoon
and was not as smooth as it
should have been. To avoid
the roughness we laid sea
grass matting in most rooms
thus substituting rough con-

crete for rough matting. Admittedly the sea grass matting
made it easy to replace a baby
vomit or spilled-red-wine
stained squares.
In a fit of naive enthusiasm
I decided to solve the floor
problem in the family room by
covering it with Castlemaine
slate. I hired a concrete mixer,
had the random shaped and
varied thickness pieces of
slate delivered and just started. I must have asked someone about the mortar mix
recipe but I can’t remember
doing so. I solved the problem
of height differences at doors
by pretending they hadn’t
happened. I sealed the slate
with some sort of sealer and
tried not to be bothered by
the hollow drumming sound
as I walked over the sections
where the slate hadn’t properly bonded to the mortar.
Not to be dissuaded by lack
of expertise, I then tackled
the most difficult of all chippy
activities: cabinet making.
Houses in them thar days
didn’t come with many cupboards so, with a half a day
to spare, I decided to make a
set of built-in cupboards. Out
of chip board. We are talking
quality here.
It would have helped if I’d
been able to afford power
tools. Nowadays they are relatively cheap but in the bad ol’
days it was a matter of power
tools or food. Consequently,
the cupboards were hand
crafted, along the primitive

art style. On the positive side
they did store stuff but to be
honest, so too does a shipping
container and you really don’t
want one of those in your
living room.
The piece de resistance of
the house, however, were the
glazed walls in the master
bedroom. In those days we
had master bedrooms. For
those out there willing to have
a go, try this. It’s what they did
in the Arts Centre when they
ran out of money and couldn’t
afford to line the walls with
copper.
Start with a coat of brown
paint; it was the ’70s, remember. You then apply several
coats of varnish tinted with
shades of orange and yellow.
You do this until satisfied with
the glaze. We loved it but we
haven’t done it since.
We sold, moved on and
made more mistakes. We’ve
often talked about what we
might build if money were
not an issue. In some ways I’m
glad we’ve had to compromise
as we’ve avoided falling into
the trap of following whatever
is the current extreme trend.
Nothing looks as dated as the
two years’ old off-purple shag
pile dining table or the clear
acrylic toilet bowl.
Oh well, each to his own.
I do wish, however, that the
new owners of our first house
hadn’t painted the recycled,
hand-made Hawthorn bricks
black.
ROGER KIBELL

SHAPES BOBCAT Phone 9844
2117 or 0410 402 046.
M O S A I C S TA I N E D G L A S S
Beautiful panels for doors and
windows; natural themes and small
panels a specialty. Free quotes.
Shan 9712 0024.

KEITH WALKER

PHILLIP ISLAND Cape Woolamai
3 bedroom Townhouse (sleeps 6).
Fully self contained. Close to surf
and safety beaches. Phone owner
0433 572 355.

Lawn Mowing
Garden Tidy Up
Pruning
Handyman Services

SAFE AND SOUND PET CARE
We care for your pet when you
cannot be there. Honest, reliable
and professional care in your own
home. Phone Norma 0409 137 246.

GARDEN MAINTENANCE

0488 553 594
keith.walker24@gmail.com

Specialising in Restoration of Classic Bikes & Cars
Randal Gibson
0416 164 421
randal@relive.net.au

20 Rudolf Crt
Ringwood North
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Seasonal calendars have
a few points of difference
nature
By JOAN BROADBERRY

ID you know that
Warrandyte has
its own seasonal
calendar? About
1994, drawing on
Aboriginal knowledge and a
wealth of records collected by
field naturalists, Alan Reid and
local naturalist Glen Jameson, facilitated the Timelines
project which resulted in the
creation of a new calendar of
six seasons appropriate to the
Yarra Valley. It is known as
The Middle Yarra Timelines
Calendar. More later.
The division of the year into
the traditional four seasons,
summer, autumn, winter and
spring is deeply ingrained
into our culture. They are a
good fit to much of Europe’s
seasonal patterns, but not
necessarily to Australia’s very
different natural cycles. Northern Australia’s year is broadly
divided into two periods, hot/
wet and cool/dry. It is clear
the European seasons are not
appropriate. However, we in
Southern Australia, almost
without questioning it, have
adopted a model that is an
awkward match to our natural seasonal cycles and thus
distorts our thinking.
A good example of this is
our mind-map of winter. The
received European concept of
winter is of a time of extreme
cold, when growth slows or
stops: a season inhospitable
to plants and animals. The
perception is that we must
wait until spring for nature
to awaken. This is reinforced

as we watch exotic trees lose
their leaves and shut down.
In reality the opposite is
true. Our winter months, June,
July, August are favourable
for native vegetation. Temperatures are mild, precious
rain arrives and plants thrive.
The brown countryside turns
green. Wattles, eucalypts and
grevilleas burst into flower.
The bush is rich with wildflowers. Animals benefit from
this abundance. Billabongs
fill, frogs call. Wallabies, kangaroos and wombats browse
on the new growth and mate.
Possums have young in their
pouches. Male Lyrebirds call
and display to females. Birds
gather material for their nests.
Over thousands of years,
Aboriginal people achieved an
intimate understanding of the

EAR 774 programmers,
I am fed up with
long-winded and
oft-repeated traffic
reports during breakfast radio. They are nothing more
than irksome fillers, taking
up air-space that could otherwise fascinate listeners with
topics far more sublime.
Anybody even vaguely compos mentis knows that it takes
at least an hour, sometimes
two, to get anywhere by road
during Melbourne’s peak
periods. What is the point of
rubbing it in by commenting
every few minutes on the
exact degree of congestion on
each and every arterial road?
I don’t know which is worse:
listening to it when I’m on the
road, or being reminded of
it when I’m trying to have a
quiet morning at home.
Surely it would suffice to
alert listeners only to dangerous or unexpected incidents?
“Traffic lights out at the intersection of Punt Rd and Olympic Boulevard; police not yet
in attendance.” That sort of
thing. A person of even limited driving experience would
have no difficulty in picturing
the consequent mayhem. “A

truck has rolled and lost its
load of fencing wire on the
Tullamarine Freeway. The
Moreland Rd on-ramp will
be closed until at least 11am
today.” That’s OK, too. “Watch
out for kangaroos grazing
alongside Warrandyte Rd
near Johannsen’s Rd.” Entirely
appropriate.
We do not need to be reminded, however, of everyday
situations such as traffic slowing to a crawl on the Monash,
or brake lights coming on at
the “merge”, or blockages on
the Eastern Freeway stretching all the way from Alexander
Parade to Tram Rd. This information repeated at frequent
intervals simply reinforces to
listeners, otherwise hoping to
relax over breakfast, details of
the unpleasantness in store.
It’s nearly as stressful as actually being out in the traffic. So
please stop clogging my morning radio with this pointless
drivel. Not everybody wants
to start the day feeling as
though they are banging their
head on a brick wall.
Another issue relating to
774’s traffic reports: who
renamed railway stations as
“train” stations? I’m guessing
that some State Government

changing cycles of nature. All
over Australia they developed
their own local seasonal calendars. Much has been done
in the Top End to preserve
and adapt this knowledge to
today’s world. One beautiful
example identifies six seasons. Gidjewg – Monsoon season, Banggerreng – Knock ‘em
down storm season, Yegge
– Cooler but still humid season, Wurrgeng– Cold weather
season, Gurrung – Hot dry
weather and Gunumeleng Pre-monsoon storm season.
We in the Yarra Valley also
have an exciting calendar
tailored to the yearly cycles
of our local bush. Its six seasons are: Late Summer, Early
Winter, Deep Winter, Early
Spring, True Spring and High
Summer, as illustrated in the

accompanying diagram.
We are now entering Early
Spring. However, it is important to recognise that
these seasons are not tied to
particular start and end dates.
They are defined by recurring
natural events. They are also
specific to a particular area.
The cycle of seasonal events
will be somewhat different
along the coast or in the
mountains.
Glen Jameson wrote about
each of the six local seasons
by imagining a typical day that
incorporated all its important
seasonal indicators and characteristic patterns. Space permits only a few excerpts from
his lyrical description of our
current season, Early Spring.
“Dramatic weather changes ... sometimes going from
cloudy showers, to warm
bright sunny periods to cloud,
hail and arctic winds. ... The
(Yarra) River is in high flow...
Small-leafed Clematis flowers
cascade... Across the landscape is splashed the paint
of Wattle... Magpies with
hatchling young swoop across
their territory... Young Eastern
Grey Kangaroos venture out
of the pouch... Australian
Painted Lady Butterflies... spiral in twos and threes above
the grasses... On Fourth Hill
of Warrandyte State Park is
perhaps the most spectacular
display of the floral year.”*
The Middle Yarra Timelines
Calendar offers us a key, capable of unlocking our minds
and providing us with the
language and concepts to
truly understand the annual
cycles of nature in the Yarra
Valley. Something this powerful comes along but rarely.
*The Victorian Naturalist Vol.
113 (6) 1996 pp313-4
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painting &
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au
w: fourwallspainting.com.au
Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993

Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

TRUEWOOD
CONSTRUCTIONS

YOUR COMPLETE BUILDING AND DESIGN SERVICE

Paul Jenkins 0418 387 119
EMAIL paul@truewood.com.au

www.truewood.com.au

Road to despair as radio
cloggers ruin the morning
our place
By MARILYN MOORE

subcommittee, desperately
looking for innovative ways
to disburse its annual budget, commissioned a string
of studies then deliberated
at length before deciding on
a totally pointless work-creation scheme whereby all
our railway signage would be
“upgraded”.
Surprisingly, the term “train
station” (which I find jarring
and not at all mellifluous)
sits so well with people that
some don’t even recognise
the dastardly switch. But look
in the Melways! 143 Station
Streets (or whatever). 121
Railway Parades. And how
many Train Streets? Only two
– one of which is a freakishly
misnamed alleyway in a Bangholme mobile home village
(nowhere near a railway),
and the other, in Highett, a
consequence of feeble imagination in the face of adjacent
thoroughfares already named
Railway and Station. QED.
So may we please revert to
the language of our lovely old-

er Victorian railway stations?
Although Melbourne needs
to be functional and modern,
we must cherish our heritage.
Otherwise we may as well be
parked in the American midwest. And what would be the
advantage in that?
Yours etc.
Dear me! Sometimes I feel as
though I’m lost in a time warp.
Surely I’m not that old?
A couple of days ago a vital
kitchen appliance failed, so
I set out on an emergency
shopping trip.
At my first port of call, I
asked a nearby sales girl if
they sold electric jugs. “Electric jug? What does that do?”
I carefully (and reasonably accurately, I thought) described
the item, yet the girl remained
hopelessly flummoxed. I may
as well have been speaking
Swahili.
There was a muffled conference with another sales
lady (during which they both
gave me funny looks) before I
heard: “Ask her if she means
kettle.” Well, no, as a matter of
fact. I meant electric jug.
Never mind. I felt much better after I’d got home, turned
the radio off and enjoyed an
early morning cuppa.

Everyone in Warrandyte
reads the Diary

For local advertising that works call Briony on 9844 0555

Design
Construction
Sustainable

• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes
• Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490

selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au
A L L

W O R K

G U A R A N T E E D

Halls for Hire
Uniting Church Hall.......................... 0419 583 157
Anglican Church Hall.............................9844 2193
Mechanics Hall................................. 0408 443 368
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Pointon Builders

PTY LTD

CARPENTER &
REGISTERED BUILDER

Call Nick
0419 355 905
Extensions, Renovations,
Decks, Pergolas
and Maintenance
HIA Member for
over 20 years

Dr Stuart Turner (B.V.Sc.)
& Associates
Lwr Cnr Melbourne Hill &
Houghton Rds, Warrandyte
Consultation by Appointment

Phone 9844 3071

NEW WEEKEND HOURS
SATURDAY 8–4 SUNDAY 10–12

PORT
DOUGLAS

A BIT OF WARRANDYTE
BY THE SEA!

APARTMENT – POOL – RESORT

Set on two acres of bush and
cottage garden it has three bedrooms
(2 queen beds, two singles),
a fully equipped kitchen, open fire,
courtyard with bbq. 15 min walk
(3 min drive) to beach, general store
and close to bush walks in the
Angahook State Forest.
Available Jan/Feb and all school
holidays. Minimum 2 night stay.

BEAUTIFUL PORT
“Shout Yourself to a Holiday”
2 bedroom fully self
contained 2 min walk to
famous 4 mile beach,
short walk to
Macrossan Street shops
and world class restaurants.
CONTACT OWNER DIRECTLY:

0409 359 240

Available again after 2 years
(sorry to all those who have missed it)

WYTALIBA
Mudbrick Cottage
at Aireys Inlet

Phone Karen on 0425 609 789
for bookings and enquiries

Need help?

Onsite Computer Repairs for Home and Business
Experienced Technicians

We come to you
Phone 1300 264 552

Yoga, Meditation &
Creative Dance

Release your stress
Improve your well being
Calm your mind in serene
surroundings
Classes for adults & children

BHAVA YOGA & DANCE CENTRE

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte

9844 1128

bhavacentre@gmail.com

bradley curtis
ELECTRICIAN

▲ Domestic
▲ Commercial
▲ Industrial and Airconditioning Installation
and Maintenance all areas

Phone 9844 2135
Mobile 0418 333 979
NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC REPAIRS

What’s happening to our Yarra?
Riverkeeper Ian Penrose talks
of the importance of the Yarra to Melbournians and the
role of Riverkeepers. He will
discuss the rivers heritage,
wildlife habitat, scenery and
importance as a water supply.
Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House, Thursday, August 21
at 7.30pm. Gold coin donation.
Enquiries: 9844 1839

DAVID HOGG 9844 2360

By BRIONY BOTTARELLI

Wonderful book

Publicise your coming events.
Items for Out of the Inbox are
welcome. Include full details
of date, place and time and
post to: Warrandyte Diary,
PO Box 209, Warrandyte Vic
3113 or emailed to: briony@
warrandytediary.com.au.

Parenting

2.30pm, Pound Bend Reserve,
Warrandyte State Park, Pound
Bend Road, Warrandyte. A
series of stories in signs exploring traditional Wurundjeri
life, culture and history. Uncle
Bill Nicholson will attend
accompanied by didgeridoo
performances. Contact Cultural Services on 9840 9246
for more information.

A portrait by Val Polley. Find
out about our wonderful township’s history and the new
and beautifully illustrated and
researched book, published
by the Historical Society.
Warrandyte Neighbourhood
House, Thursday, August 14
at 2pm. Gold coin donation.
Enquiries: 9844 1839

Free weekly course over five
weekly sessions with supper
provided. Starts Wednesday
August 20 at 7.30pm at St. Stephen’s Church, 5 Stiggants St,
Warrandyte. Information and
discussion on children aged
0-10. Registration and further
information: 0423 093 967
or ststeogebswarrandyte@
gmail.com

Plant sale

Springtime plant sale on Saturday September 20 from 10am4pm at Warrandyte State
Park Nursery, Pound Bend
Rd, Warrandyte. A range of
indigenous plants, eucalyptus
and daisies.

Unveiling
Economical Repairs to:
TVs, DVDs, Hi-Fi, Computers, Telephones,
Electronic Equipment, Appliances
Computers: Laptops & Desktops
Telephones:
Repairs, Advice, Cleanup
Moves, New Batteries
Virus Removal, Wi-Fi
Extra Phone Sockets
Broadband Installation
ACA Licensed Cabler

out of the inbox

Wurundjeri Signage Trail
unveiling at Pound Bend.
Thursday August 14 from 1.30-

RSL gigs

Live music sessions. Monthly Bands by the Bridge.
Paulie Bignell & the Thornb u r y Tw o p e r f o r m i n g
Rock’n‘Roll’n’Blues’ Sunday
August 31, between 4pm and
8pm. Sausage sizzle available
from 6pm. BYO food platter
welcome. Band donation appreciated. Inquiries: 9844
3567 after 4pm weekdays. RSL
club rooms, 113 Brackenbury
St (enter from Mitchell Ave).

Grand gigs

Commencing 8pm. Long Gone
Daddys Band, Friday August
15. Threezacrowd, Friday
August 22. Peter Grant, Friday
August 29. RUST, Friday August 30. Electric Intent, Friday
September 5. Threezacrowd,
Friday September 12. Also,

every Thursday night from
8pm Harry Healy from The
Voice will be playing in the
Public Bar.

Churches

The combined churches of
Warrandyte and Park Orchards will hold a dinner at
Club Ringwood, Oban Rd, on
Friday August 29, at 6.30pm.
Contact Ann Ley 9844 3543.
Warrandyte Uniting Church
For information or hall bookings, contact Sue Glendenning
on 0419 583 157 or sue@simark.com.au

FOWSP nursery

Have you visited your local nursery? Come along on
Thursdays between 9.30am
and 12.30pm, or the first Saturday of each month from
9am-1pm and the first Sunday
of each month from 2-4pm.
Purchase all your local native
plants from $2.50.

AGM

Warrandyte Senior Citizen’s
Annual General Meeting will
be held on Thursday August
21 at 10.30pm at the senior
citizen’s club rooms followed
by light refreshments.
Information Warrandyte Inc
to be held at Information
Warrandyte, 168 Yarra Street
on Tuesday, September 9 at
7.30pm. Supper served on
conclusion. RSVP by Tuesday
September 2 on 9844 3082.

Plant expo

Native flower show, plant,
book and art sales, photography display, environmental
displays, talks, children’s
activities, prizes and more.

Eltham Community Centre,
801 Main Rd, Eltham. Sept.
13-14, 10am-4pm. Adults $5
Contact Jill on 9439 7228 or
apsyyarrayarra@gmail.com

Art at Monsalvat

Winged Life, an axhibition of
Works on Paper by Denise
Keele-bedford. August 5-November 3 at The Boulevard at
Monsalvat, 7 Hillcrest Avenue,
Eltham.

Storytime

Warrandyte Library, Wednesday from 11-11.45am for a
lively program of stories,
songs, rhymes and activities
for children aged 18 months
to five years, their parents or
caregivers.

Theatre

Oscar Wilde’s The Importance
of Being Earnest, is being
presented by the Warrandyte
Youth Theatre on September
12, 13, 19 and 20 at 8pm with
a Matinee performance on
September 20 at 2pm. Tickets
$22 (Concession $20), at the
Mechanics Institute, Cnr. Yarra St. and Mitchell Ave. Don’t
miss out! Book at warrandyte
hallarts.asn.au/tickets.

Sustainability

Sustainable House Day 2014 to
be held from 10am-4pm, September 7 and 14 at 1/30 Kardinia Crescent, Warranwood.
SHD is a unique opportunity to
acquire practical information
about sustainable living from
a local designer/owner. Contact Janine on 0404 033 857 or
http://sustainablehouseday.
com/ for further information.
Gold coin donation.

Girl Guides on the lookout for members
WARRANDYTE Girl Guides are on the
look-out for new members and meet
every Wednesday from 6pm to 7.30pm
during the school term at Warrandyte
Uniting Church.
The group is for ages five to 10 and is
a safe, fun and educational opportunity
for young girls..
“We do a wide range of activities,”
Warrandyte unit leader Sarah Stebbins
said. “We have recently done indoor and
outdoor cooking, tracking, many fun
craft activities, games night, mother’s
day pamper night, Sleepover at the hall,
emergency awareness, badge work and
community work.
“Last week we made our own juggling
balls and then we learnt how to juggle.”
Sarah said the Girl Guides go on some
sort of fun adventure every term. Last
term they went ice-skating at the Ice

House at the Docklands.
“This term we are going on a weekend
camping trip where we will be doing lots
of fun activities,” Sarah said.
Warrandyte Girl Guide Jorja, 6, loves

guides and told the Diary “ice skating
was ace!”
“I really liked getting there by bus
and train. Guides is so much fun, we do
something different each week, I love it.”
Greer agreed, saying: “I look forward
to guides all week and if I had to drop
an activity it wouldn’t be guides. I love
it because of all the new friends I have
made and the fun activities we get to do.”
The next official Come and Try night is
on Wednesday, September 3.
“You don’t have to wait until then to
come and try. Feel free to give me a call
if you are interested in coming along
and seeing what Guides is all about,”
Sarah said.
Email, text or call Sarah on 0425 843 463
or warrandytegirlguides@hotmail.com
For more information on Girl Guides go
to www.guidesvic.org.au
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A little magic in the air
By SCOTT PODMORE

So what’s the secret to a happy
marriage for 60 years?
“Don’t argue, walk away, don’t
escalate anything if you can help it,”
says South Warrandyte’s Margaret
Yates who, with her husband John,
celebrated their Diamond wedding
anniversary recently with family.
“I used to be a red-head, too,” she
added with a cheeky grin.
The couple first met in a village
in Sussex in England at a Saturday
dance and love blossomed thereafter. The couple produced five
daughters, Vicky, Jenny, Julie, Cathy
and Belinda and now have 14 grandchildren (seven boys and seven girls)
and two great grandchildren (one
boy and one girl).
John, 87, and Margaret, 80, were
living in Ringwood from 1960 where
“now an Eastern Freeway pylon goes
right through that block”, according
to John, so the couple moved to
Warrandyte in 1980 to their beautiful
Hall Road property.
“It’s so lovely here,” Margaret
said. “When we first came to look it
seemed such a long way out.”
Now retired, both John and Margaret have interesting and diverse
backgrounds career wise.
John started out as a carpenter
in England, moved to Australia for
better work opportunities and his
career took off in a different direction
when he found himself working in a
building office. He eventually made
his way up to the top of his field and
has spent time as a CEO, managing

Brianna
does it in
a dress for
a cause
By SCOTT PODMORE

director and a chairman of a commercial industrial company in Hawthorn.
He also ended up on the board of
Master Builders.
Margaret, on the other hand, is
a well known magician on a global

scale and secretary of the International Brotherhood of Magicians.
She’s one of the few female members
of the prestigious Magic Circle of
London, too.
So what’s her best trick?

“Having five daughters, I’d say,”
Margaret said.
The Diary and Warrandyte community congratulates John and Margaret
on a magnificent milestone in their
marriage.

A Grand old blast from the past
ANYONE who sets foot in the
Grand Hotel Warrandyte can’t
help but notice the 35-yearold large photo taking pride
of place on the wall at the
entrance.
Nick Gottschalk, the Grand’s
new assistant manager, was
looking at the large blow-up
of the Warrandyte pub crew
that was taken in 1979 by photographer Bill Mcauley for his
book Faces and Places and
was intrigued.
Realising the importance
of saving the history of our
pub life, he rang Bill and organised a contingent of the
current day pub crew to rock
on down to the Grand on July
29 for a reshoot of the iconic
1979 picture.
Almost 40 people turned up
to be immortalised in the new
photo that is now displayed
on the pub wall capturing
another historic moment for
generations to come.
Bill reckons “not much has
changed in 35 years”.
“The bar has been slightly
reconfigured but the enthusiasm of the locals was very
much the same,” Bill said with
a laugh. “I’m looking forward
to shooting the next one in
2049, I’ll only be 98-years-old
then!”
Pub manager Peter Appleby
says it was an amazing idea
by Bill to take the photo at the
time he did.
“We asked Bill if he would
let us display the original photo about a year ago. He was
very kind to oblige,” Peter
told the Diary. “We wanted to
reproduce the photo and Nick
took the initiative and personally invited our very core
public bar regular patrons.
“We are stoked with the outcome. This new picture is now
hung next to the original. The
owners and I are here for the
long haul and this picture will
be a proud part of our time
at the Grand. We would love
to see another picture taken
in another 35 years time, and
keep the strong tradition of
public bar history continuing.”

IT has been five years since the
Diary’s very own Brianna Piazza
finished high school, but she’s
putting on a school dress again
to help send girls in Sierra Leone
to school.
Between August and October,
Brianna will wear her school dress
to raise money and awareness
about girls’ education, while also
completing “challenges” set by
donors.
The 22-year-old Do It In A Dress
ambassador for Australian grassroots organisation One Girl hopes
to raise at least $5000.
“Anybody can donate and dare
me to do something in my dress –
it could be physically enduring or
involve facing my fears,” Brianna
told the Diary.
“I decided to do this because,
in my view, nothing is as scary as
being a girl in Sierra Leone whose
parents can’t afford to send her
to school. Millions of girls across
the world don’t go to school but
their brothers do and these girls
know an education is their way out
of poverty.
“Educating girls has been proven to reduce HIV/AIDS, child
marriage, maternal and child
mortality, and even increase a
country’s GDP more than if we
only educate boys. Educated girls
in Sierra Leone also tend to have
fewer children, which tackles the
overpopulation issue.”
So far Brianna has been dared
to go ice skating in a dress, to the
gym, swim with sharks and go
flying in a dress – she even came
to work for the Diary in her dress
and has raised enough to send two
girls to school for a year.
She’s looking for donations from
businesses and individuals, along
with ideas for challenges that
would take place in Warrandyte.
Brianna says she became involved after learning that girls in
parts of Sierra Leone where One
Girl works are more likely to be
sexually assaulted than they are
to attend high school.
“Those are some pretty crappy
odds and that easily could have
been me if I wasn’t lucky enough
to be born in Australia,” she said.
Visit www.facebook.com/
briannadoesitinadress

Then and now: Photographer
Bill Mcauley (centre), pictured
with the Grand Hotel
Warrandyte’s Nick Gottschalk
and Peter Appleby, reproduced
a photo shoot he did in 1979
at the Grand Hotel.
Dressed for the part: Brianna
Piazza interviewing Daniel
McIntyre for the Diary this month.
See the story in the sports section.
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Warrandyte has
WARRANDYTE is home to many women who are strong, healthy, modern day examples
of inspirational women. They’re known as the ‘Women Of Warrandyte’ (WOW) and they’re
proof that we’re not just living longer, but we can also choose to be younger and healthier
for longer. There are many in our community who are outstanding at what they do and
while we can’t fit them all into this double page spread, the Diary tracked down four who
were happy to share their stories and offer advice for other women, BRIANNA PIAZZA
writes. Photography by NICOLETTE THAIN (below, inset and far right)

GEORGIE JORGENSEN
Background: 42, mother of two,
Warrandyte resident of 11 years,
primary school teacher, personal
trainer and group fitness instructor.
As a kid: Competed in gymnastics, basketball and netball. It
wasn’t until the gym in her twenties
that she found what she enjoyed
most and became an instructor.
Some highlights: Hiked Kokoda
and entered the Oxfam Trailwalker
event twice, where she walked
through 100km of bush in two days
with a team of four people raising
thousands of dollars for charity.
Looks up to: Ian Thorpe.
One of the sayings she lives by:
“Abs are made in the kitchen!”
Advice after hardship: “A head
cold or torn muscle was never really a problem to me. They come
and go. Being diagnosed with
something more sinister was quite
a challenge … I have always been
the one who says, “It’s not what
happens to you, it’s how you deal
with it”. I am pleased to say I am
now on top of my health and I never underestimate how being in a
trusting, loving relationship today
has also helped with my recovery.
For me a healthy body requires a
healthy mind and the two cannot
exist without each other.”
KARINA VITIRITTI
Background: Cartographer, always lived in Warrandyte, 38 years
old, two kids.
As a kid: Grew up doing athletics.
Represented Victoria as a junior in
running. Took up bike riding in her
late twenties.
Known for: Adventure racing,
where she races in a team with
three men. “Fifty percent of the
challenge in an adventure race is
mental. In an adventure race you’re
going to have a hard time at some
point, it’s just a matter of how you
deal with it and making sure you
come together as a team to get
each other through it. Everyone
has to pull together, it’s the only
way it will work.”
Training: Four days a week of
bike training, runs two or three
times a week, and kayaks twice.
Nutrition advice: Find a form of
exercise that you enjoy, as fitness
needs to be part of everyday life
and nutrition is just as important
as exercise. “If you don’t get the
right energy in, you won’t be able
to perform. Also, to recover after
every session within half an hour
I get some food in, particularly
carbs or protein because it helps
your muscles recover for the next
session.”
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WOW factor

WENDY SNOWBALL
Background: 41 years old, Warrandyte resident for eight years,
mum of two, secretary of the Warrandyte Mountain Bike Club.
Passion: Mountain biking.
Favourite place to ride locally:
Candlebark Park
Career: Personal trainer for 14
years, owner of Spin Cycle Warrandyte, where she runs spin classes
from home. “Cycling is a non
weight bearing exercise and is gentle on your joints, so people that
have any sort of knee, lower back
or ankle problems or struggle to
run are perfect for spin.”
Also known for: Running boot
camps for middle-aged women
during the week. “It’s for mums
that drop their kids at school in the
morning and come afterwards to
do weights. Everyone can do cardio
in their own time but not everyone
does weights. It’s so important for
women who are middle-aged because osteoporosis and the wasting
of muscles affect a lot of women.”
Advice for women: “You need to
be looking after yourself in order
to look after your family. Pay attention to yourself and keep yourself
strong and fit and healthy, that way
you can also look after them and
enjoy life.”

BEC ROSTRON
Background: 40, Warrandyte
resident for 11 years, worked in IT
before having three children.
Career: After being a full-time
mum she started up Femmex three
years ago where she runs high-intensity interval training classes for
women.
Her inspiration: “Ladies come to
me and can’t even do a lunge and
now they do 45 minutes of constant
lunge jumps. It’s inspirational to
see the girls’ pride and confidence
change as their bodies change.”
Loves: Running. In her early twenties doctors told Bec she’d be in a
wheelchair with rheumatoid arthritis by the time she was 40. “I battled that for a good 10 years, but
got on top of it, started running and
it’s definitely managed now. Here I
am today running half marathons
and classes!”
Words of wisdom: “I think it’s
important to be a good role model
for your kids and you have to find
something you enjoy. I want my
kids to grow up and have fitness in
their everyday life and it shouldn’t
be a chore – there’s no way that
you can’t fit even 12 minutes into
your day, which is enough for a full
body workout.”
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Bloods on rampage
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

Sports pavilion
officially opened
MOST people in the Greater Warrandyte area have experienced
the magnificent new facilities at
Warrandyte Reserve in the past
month, but the wonderful community addition was officially
opened late last month.
Manningham Mayor Cr Jim
Grivokostopoulos, together with
the Member for Warrandyte
Ryan Smith, officially opened the
new and improved Warrandyte
Reserve Pavilion in front of local
sporting group officials and community group leaders.
The $2.3 million pavilion is
home to the Warrandyte Sporting
Group, incorporating the Warrandyte Football Club, Warrandyte
Junior Football Club, Warrandyte
Cricket Club and the Warrandyte
Netball Club (which previously
did not have a club facility).
The project was funded by Manningham council ($1.2 million),
with support from the Victorian
Government ($800,000) and the
Warrandyte Sporting Group, in
particular the Warrandyte Junior
Football Club and Warrandyte
Netball Club (totalling $320,000),
which included significant funding assistance from the Warrandyte Community Bank.
“This project was the result of a
lot of hard work and persistence
from many people. Congratulations to everyone involved,” Cr
Grivokostopoulos said.
Other sports leaders are thrilled
with the outcome.
“The Warrandyte Junior Foot-

ball Club is wrapt to be one of the
tenant clubs in such a fantastic new
community sports pavilion,” WJFC
president Ross Snowball said.
“ We’re extremely grateful to
those who were responsible for
it being built, in particular to the
outstanding leadership shown by
Lance Ward along with significant
contributions by the Warrandyte
Community Bank, Ryan Smith MP,
Manningham council and the four
tenant clubs, with particular mention to the many individuals who
donated to the various fundraisers
organised as part of the push.
“It is a pavilion that sets the
benchmark for community facilities
and one in which most sporting
clubs would be very envious.”
Warrandyte Community Bank’s
chairman, Sarah Wrigley, said she

was delighted with the outcome.
“This project has been a long time
in the making,” Ms Wrigley said. “I
remember getting together with a
group of netball committee members some seven or eight years ago
to discuss the opportunities that
might exist to develop some clubrooms for the netball girls. Girls’
sport has always lacked funding
and the girls had no facilities to get
changed, to wait for a pick up or
even shelter from the rain.
“At the same time, the football
club was looking to redevelop its
very tired clubrooms. The conversation went on for many years, but
really started to progress when
Ryan Smith, Member for Warrandyte, sat down with me at my kitchen table to discuss a jointly funded
project between state and local

government and the Warrandyte
Community Bank.”
Ms Wrigley said the various
clubs put in plenty of great work
to get the project completed and
is proud of the fact the Warrandyte Community Bank’s initial
pledge of $100,000 (which was
then increased to $150,000) was a
catalyst for bringing the various
parties to the table.
“It is this united approach that
has been so important in creating what is the envy of all the
surrounding communities,” Ms
Wrigley said. “And it is more than
a sporting precinct. It is a place
for our community to connect,
to support and value the people
within this community, and allow
Warrandyte to become stronger
community going forward.”

IT’S official. Warrandyte is the team
to beat as the Bloods claim the minor premiership in the EFL Division
4 this weekend when they travel to
Coldstream for the final home and
away match of the season before
finals fever kicks in.
The past month has seen the
Bloods in devastating form. And few
occasions in sport have the power
to entice and excite spectators and
players quite like that of a local
derby, but the rivalry between neighboring communities, Park Orchards
and Warrandyte, was re-ignited as the
two suburbs took to the footy field at
Warrandyte Reserve in what turned
out to be a fiery affair last month.
With Park Orchards winning the
previous matchup earlier in the
season, Warrandyte fans were delighted to see the Bloods rise to the
challenge and square the ledger at
one all in claiming the Warrandyte
Community Bank Cup.
In front of a big and vocal home
crowd, the Bloods displayed all the
attributes of a winning football side,
lifting their intensity in the second
half to win convincingly by 49 points.
But most impressive of all was the
performance of dynamic Warrandyte
forward Luke Dunn, who kicked nine
majors in a stunning display to lead
Warrandyte to victory. The forward,
who has already produced some excellent displays for the club this year
in his quest for a century of goals,
found another gear on derby day to
utterly dominate the Park Orchards
backline.
Buoyed on by this victory, the
Bloods didn’t look back over the
course of their next three fixtures,
easily besting Kilsyth, Ferntree Gully,
and Surrey Park on Saturday.
Against Surrey Park, Dunn continued his red-hot form, kicking the first
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as the team to beat

of the game within five minutes. Hard
in and under Bloods midfielder Troy
Ratcliffe was excellent around the
stoppages and Ross Ansaldi slotted
a couple of early majors to ensure
Warrandyte got off to the perfect
start. Glenn Archer bullied his way
onto the scoreboard after a hard
earned free kick, and a beautiful
Tom Appleby set shot from 50m had
Warrandyte owning a commanding
lead at the first break.
THE annual Who’s the Man presentation was held at the Warrandyte club
rooms and delved into the issues
facing young men in Australia and
what it is to be a man in our current
society. The Under 14’s, 15’s and
Colts age groups were in attendance
as Sam Loy from the Betterman
Foundation took us through various
interactive exercises and thought
provoking conversations on issues
such as depression, drugs, alcohol
and how society views the roles of
men and women.
A board writing exercise gave an
indicator of what the boys believed
society’s view on the different genders were. The activity required us
to write up different words about
gender related qualities or roles.
A lot of words and sentences were
thrown about and they generally
summed up the stereotypes that
people have about men and women.
More sensitive issues on the night
included drugs and alcohol and the
consequences involved which led
to an activity where members of the
audience were faced with a scenario and after each scenario had to
choose an area to stand in which represented a yes or no or in-between
reaction. It was heartening to see
the boys choose what seemed to be
sensible and thankfully life-preserving courses of actions.
The issue of who our mates actually
are was brought up and Sam made
a pretty good point about how if
people that we think are our “mates”
put us down for making sensible
decisions then they are most likely
not our mates and I think this struck
a chord with the all the boys on the
night.
As Sam put it, maybe its not just
about being a “good man”, but about
how we can all be decent human
beings. I was deeply appreciative of
this line as i’m sure everyone else
was and I truly believe that all the
boys took something away from the
presentation. I think I can speak on
behalf of the club and the boys when
I say that we’re appreciative of Sam
coming down and hope to see him
again next year.
JOSH HUNTLY

Warrandyte continued to overrun
Surrey Park in the second quarter,
finding space all over the oval, and
spreading the ball efficiently by
foot down the wing and through
the corridor. The Bloods forwards
easily managed to out position and
outwork their direct opponents,
and the midfielders took advantage
of this, hitting the Warrandyte goal
kickers lace out. Once again, Dunn
began to steal the show, banging

through another handful of goals to
ensure Warrandyte led at the half
12.4 76 to 3.2 20.
There was to be no fight in the away
side throughout the second half, as
Warrandyte continued to dictate
the tempo and terms of the contest.
Ansaldi was everywhere and put
through yet another goal to give him
four for the afternoon. Meanwhile,
the Warrandyte defenders, Todd
Holman in particular, repelled the

rare Surrey Park advances to keep
the Bloods firmly on the front foot.
Appleby “junior” put the finishing
touches on another excellent display with two superb last quarter
goals, and man of the moment
Dunn finished with seven to help
the Bloods crush Surrey Park 22.9
141 to 8.8 56.
As mentioned, Dunn, who has
booted 28 goals in his last four
games, sits well clear on top of the

EFL division four goal-kicking charts
with 90 majors to his name. Next
week, when the Bloods travel to Coldstream, Dunn has the opportunity to
achieve something magical: kicking
100 majors in the regular season.
The Reserves were also are high on
the ladder, winning comfortably over
Surrey Park and Kilsyth to remain in
second position. However, a loss to
Ferntree Gully and a crucial defeat
to Park Orchards in the derby meant
that Warrandyte’s closest rivals were
able to leapfrog them on the ladder.
The Under 19s had a mixed month.
Despite suffering close losses to
Park Orchards and Surrey Park, they
managed to blow Kilsyth away by 50
points before suffering a hiding at
the hands of Ferntree Gully. The side
sits in sixth place on the ladder, with
the top four already decided due to
a sufficient points lead.

Boys to men

Clockwise from left: Nothing like
a foggy morning to start the day
as the U11s found out; mum’s on
goal umpiring duty; the U12s were
given a special treat last month
when they visited St Kilda Football
Club’s training facilities with coach
Alan Richardson; Sam Loy from the
Betterman Foundation conducted
some excellent Who’s the Man
workshops with the junior Bloods
recently. Pictures: Scott Podmore,
Ross Snowball and Grant Ward.
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Doco for Murrays
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

SIX months after running around Australia, Janette Murray-Wakelin and
her husband, Alan, are hoping to put
Warrandyte on the global map with
a documentary about their journey.
A director from Luscious International approached the couple after
they spoke at an event in Sydney,
and they’re now working on raising
$150,000 to start filming as soon as
possible.
They hope to begin filming before
the end of year, which will involve
heading back to various isolated
locations around Australia, running
again and doing interviews in front
of the camera.
“We literally have to go out on location to the areas that will make really
good cinematic footage. In a lot of
the magnificent areas we went, there
were no media there, no cameras
around,” Janette said.
“They also want to get us at home
and where we usually run. We’re
still running every second day up to
about 20km just around the neighbourhood. So they’ll film us with the
kids, chatting to locals, going down
to shops, really showing the rest of
the world what a community is like.
So Warrandyte’s going to get a real
boost!”
The raw vegans made international
headlines when they became the first
couple to run a marathon a day for
366 consecutive days around Australia, ending their run in Warrandyte on
New Year’s Day this year.
In doing so, their aim was to inspire
people to make more conscious
lifestyle choices, and inspire compassion and kindness for animals
and the environment.
Since beginning the run, there have
been more than 2000 articles written
about them, while their campaign
Running Raw Around Australia has
around 21 million items on Google.
Alan and Janette recently travelled
to the United States and Canada,
where they spoke at various events,
including Toronto’s prestigious annual IdeaCity conference.
Within two hours of getting off the
plane in Toronto, two Canadian girls

Vic title for Max
MAX Morley (pictured) has fought
his way through all obstacles at
the Victorian State Taekwondo
Championships winning another
title following his success last
year.
The Anderson’s Creek Primary
School student had a previous
fight only a few months ago with
an opponent who was well known
within the Taekwondo community
as being one of the toughest kids
in the competition, which resulted
in a disappointing loss for young
Max.
But in Round 2 of the Victorian
championships he fought that
same boy in what was not only
an “entertaining fight, but a very
close match”, according to Max’s
father Mark.
“Max fought really hard and
managed to hold the title,” Mark
said. “We are now looking forward to the National Taekwondo
Championships that are being
held in Adelaide where I’m sure
he will do us all proud. Last year
he brought home the silver – this
year he’s going for gold.”

had already recognised them.
“We had hunted around for this particular juice bar and as we were walking out the door, these two young
girls came running up to us and
asked if we were the couple that ran
around the Australia. They’d been
following us on Facebook and said
we had inspired them to make some

changes in their lives,” Alan said.
Janette has also written a book
about their journey, called Running
out of time, Running Raw Around
Australia.
The Australian book launch will be
held in Melbourne on September 26.
“The message behind what we did
is important: we’re not amazing,

anybody can get themselves in that
state of health if they want to,” Janette said. “It’s not like people need
to run a marathon every day and eat
absolutely 100 percent raw food. It’s
about thinking consciously and making a positive difference – the more
you think consciously, the more
positive your life will be.”

Big V season comes to an end
By CHRIS WILLIAMS

WITH the regular season now officially over, just one of the Warrandyte
Venom teams were fortunate enough
to make a finals appearance.
The Youth League One Women
finished second on the ladder with
16 wins and three losses in what was
an overall fantastic season that will
now include finals action.
In their first final the girls successfully knocked off Corio Bay, winning
53-33. Going into the fourth quarter
with a comfortable 15-point lead,
the Venom never looked like losing.
Warrandyte was clearly the better
team on the day and dominated the
rebounding category with 51 total rebounds, while Corio Bay only collected 33. It was a true team effort from
the girls as every player stepped on
the court and contributed.
Top scorers were Amber Saunders
with 17 and Maddison Taylor with
12. Simone Caruana led the team in
rebounds with 14 and Ellen Pattison
put in a solid effort playing 39 minutes scoring five points along with
eight rebounds.
Head coach Damian Clarke, who
has done a great job so far, has
enjoyed coaching the Youth League
One Women in his first season with
them and with the club.
“My first season at Warrandyte
has been great,” Clarke said. “It is
fantastic that we have been able to
continue with the success the team
achieved last season. After coaching
men for four years it was certainly an
adjustment for me to coach women.
And, of course, the girls had to adjust
to my style of coaching also.”
In other Big V action, the Youth
League Two Men finished off a great
season by winning their last three
games. Although they didn’t make

finals, finishing sixth on the ladder
with 10 wins and eight losses was
a fantastic effort from coach Beau
Bentley and his boys.
They faced off against Melton in
their final game of the season, and
the Venom certainly had no trouble
scoring as they put up 103 points
and held Melton to just 68, which
ended any chance Melton had of
playing finals.
Things started off well with a
32-point first quarter and from there
on the Venom were unstoppable. The
team moved the ball well, notching
up 25 assists and also shooting an
impressive 19 out of 22 from the free
throw line. Zac Stevenson scored
19 and Nick Spicer had 16 including
four three pointers. Jack Cousins led
the team in assists, gathering six of
them and Nate DeLacy totalled most
rebounds for the team with eight.
With the season now finished for
the Youth Men, Bentley and his boys
can be proud of their winning record
and will be looking forward to next

season where things are looking
very positive for the team full of
youngsters.
The State Championship Women
had a tough season but can hold
their heads high for battling week
after week against tough opposition.
They ended the season ninth on the
ladder, with four wins and 14 losses.
They went down to Ringwood by 22
points to end their season. Warrandyte got off to a poor start and was
down at the end of the first quarter,
27-10. By the end of the game the
Venom only had a 28.8% shooting
percentage from the field which also
didn’t help their chances of getting
close to the win.
Meg Dargan had a standout performance for the Venom with 18 points.
Coach of the State Championship
Women, Nicole Howard, along with
her players, has learnt a lot this year
playing in the higher division.
“While I was definitely aware of the
huge jump it would be to go from
Division 1 to State Championship, it

was definitely a shock to a number
of the players,” Howard said. “The
quality of players at this division is
ridiculously high and there is no easy
match up, be that a team match up or
an individual one on one match up.
“The players are experienced,
skilful and athletic. We have learnt
that to be competitive there must
be an ownership of your game and
of your weaknesses and a willingness
to extend yourself by constantly
striving to improve. There is also an
undeniable need to be able to play
both ends of the floor - attacking
offence and intensive defence.
“Positively, we also learnt that we
are very capable of competing at this
level, and that a well fought win in
this league feels amazing, for every
point has been earned and every
defensive stop has taken desire and
teamwork. We can’t wait for more
of that highly satisfying winning
feeling next season and in the years
to come.”
Finally, the Division One Men ended
up 12th overall on the ladder and had
four wins and 15 losses.
Their last game of the season ended
with a loss, going down to Camberwell 60-77. The Venom shot a solid
80% from the free throw line and
won the rebound count by four, but
unfortunately that wasn’t enough to
give them the win.
Nathan Marsh continued his good
form to end the season and had 12
points and 14 rebounds.
With a bit of luck the team could
have definitely had more wins, as
they had quite a few close losses by
under 10 points. So it’s not all doom
and gloom for coach Arnold Giffening
and his players who will be out to
nab some more victories next season
as they proceed to grow as a team.

Gold for
Harriette
By ED MUNKS

WARRANDYTE’S little athletes
having some strong form during
the winter cross country season.
Harriette Glover collected individual gold medals in the Under
11s at both the Nunawading and
Box Hill open days before placing
second at the Eastern Metropolitan Regional (EMR) competition.
At all three events Harriette and
teammate Emma McQueeny (who
finished sixth, seventh and 13th)
collected the gold team medal
for the team race. Both Harriette
and Emma progressed through
the primary school competition
to make regionals with Harriette
finishing third to progress to the
state championships.
In the Under 9s local girls Marlo Katis and Alice Glover put in
strong efforts to win silver team
medals at both the Nunawading
and Box Hill open days. In the
Under 8s Kate McQueeny finished
second in both races to lead the
Doncaster team to gold medals in
the team event. The U8 team also
came first to claim a gold medal
at the EMR completion with Kate
continuing to impress with a sixth
placing at EMR championships.
East Doncaster Little Aths will
hold its registration day on September 13 between 9am-Noon at
Rieshiecks Reserve in George St,
Doncaster. Open for children of
all abilities aged 5 to 15.
You can also register online at
the Little Aths Vic website: http://
bit.ly/1nAxGfV - then choose Doncaster Centre, before choosing
East Doncaster Club. Once registered online you are advised to go
along to registration day for uniforms and other information.
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Daniel heads outdoors
By BRIANNA PIAZZA

DANIEL McIntyre used to work in a
gym until he realised he preferred
Warrandyte’s beautiful outdoor
scenery and that’s where he spends
most of his time these days.
For three years the Warrandyte
resident has been running outdoor
fitness classes at Stiggants Reserve,
where he takes locals through cardio
exercises such as squats, lunges,
crunches, boxing and even skipping.
Some days he’ll spend up to six or
seven hours there, helping women
and men of all ages tone up, lose
weight, learn about nutrition and
become healthier.
“For me, it can get quite claustrophobic in a gym where the conditions
are always the same and you’re sort
of forced to look at yourself in the
mirror. A lot of people don’t want
that and that’s part of the reason why
I thought it would be a good idea to
start these classes outdoors – and
what better place than Warrandyte?
The scenery here is great,” Daniel
said.
“My classes aren’t about bodybuilding and doing heavy weights or
gaining massive muscles. It’s about
toning the body, keeping fit and I
find that usually appeals to women.
It’s not about going as heavy as you
can, it’s about fitting in more reps.”
Winter doesn’t deter the 27-yearold, who still heads down to the
pavilion at Stiggants early on a cold
winter’s morning to run his 45-minute
lessons for those who are determined to get fit.
“Although you get some days that
are cold and wet and other days
that are sunny, that’s what keeps it
interesting,” he said.
Daniel also runs afternoon classes
throughout the week and clients can
pay up front or pay for each class as
they go and can choose to attend
once or several times a week.
The fitness instructor, who also
coaches tennis on the side, says he
loves his job because not only does
he get to work outside in Warrandyte
and watch people transform their
bodies, but he has “no restrictions”.

Unlike most exercise classes, clients are welcome to bring their kids
along – and even their pets.
Daniel often brings his four dogs
down to classes, one at a time,
and when he has a break between
sessions he walks them along the
Yarra River.
His kids also come along once a
week, joining in with the warm-ups
from the side.

Women who regularly attend Daniel’s classes say they’re amazed at
his ability to multitask and watch
the kids, look after the dogs and
still remain focused on running the
class and helping them with their
workouts.
Catherine Kleynjan started the
Women’s Bodytone Bootcamp three
years ago after having children.
“I was doing yoga, which is good for

strength, balance and flexibility but I
needed to do something like this as
well and I really enjoy the women’s
classes,” she said.
“I heard that the three main factors
that are key to finding happiness are
job satisfaction, exercise and being
outdoors. Coming here fulfills two of
those – not only are you breathing in
fresh air and having a good time but
the social aspect is great too.”

Rene Dyer began Daniel’s classes
recently and encouraged people
to make the most of Warrandyte’s
natural scenery and head outdoors.
“Exercising in the open air in front
of the river is just amazing. It’s tranquil and such a nice atmosphere. I
think if you have something like that
as your backyard, you have to make
the most of it.”
www.bodytonebootcamp.com.au

Rachael’s golden
glow in Glasgow

Golden girl: Rachael Lynch with the Hockeyroos and champion Aussier surfer Mick Fanning and (top right) a
chance meeting with Prince Harry. Rach also made sure our very own Diary got to cuddle her gold medal too.

WARRANDYTE’S star Hockeyroos
goalkeeper Rachael Lynch has
been in thick of the action at the
recent Commonwealth Games in
Scotland for not only being the
team’s powerhouse in defence
to help in their Gold medal tournament, but she’s also hit global
headlines after meeting Prince
Harry and has been somewhat
of a roving photographer for our
very own Warrandyte Diary.
Rach’s cheeky tweet “Harry
proposed …. And I said yes! Great
to have the girls there for that special moment” worked beautifully
in line with the photo she posted.
“Prince Harry ... Tall, handsome
and very, very charming!!” the
now Perth-based Rach added. “I
asked him to move back to Melbourne with me so he will be at
the next family catch up.” And
didn’t the world’s newspapers and
online agencies swoop on it!
Prince Harry met the Aussie superstars after they belted England
3-0 during the tournament.

On a serious note, Rach said
the gold medal battle against
England was nerve-wracking but
the girls were focused.
“Yes, I was definitely having my
doubts when there were only a
few minutes to go,” she said. “I
felt a little sick but was honestly
so excited when we scored with
hardly any time left.”
The mighty Hockeyroos went
into the shoot out and nailed it.
“I have so much faith in the
girls so I knew we could win it
in penalties,” Rachael said. “It
was an amazing experience as a
whole and made me even more
proud to be an Aussie and a
Hockeyroo.”
And Rachael didn’t forget her
loyal followers from the Diary
and, indeed, Warrandyte. She
sent us photos of our very own
publication keeping the Hockeyroos busy with some great
reading material in Glasgow and
we also acted as a trusty resting
place for Rach’s gold medal!

Colin gears up for fundraising challenge
By MICHAEL DI PETTA

IT is one thing to talk about taking
part in a mentally and physically
grueling 200km bike ride. But it takes
real strength and a certain type of
person to actually back up those
words with action.
North Warrandyte resident Colin
Sharpe is one of those rare people.
The 49-year-old bank manager, and
father of two, will demonstrate it by

riding in the third annual Ride To
Conquer Cancer benefiting the Peter
MacCallum foundation in October
later this year.
Taking place over two days, riders
cycle through the Mornington Peninsula, using their bikes to battle
against cancer by raising money
for important research. Hundreds
of volunteers will work to set up
an overnight camp, and to provide

essential food and beverages for the
courageous riders.
Colin, who completed the 2013
Melbourne ride to support his wife
Sara’s struggle with cancer will have
additional motivation for this year’s
ride, as Sara tragically lost her fight
with secondary breast cancer, passing away on March 7 this year.
Sharpe has kick-started his fundraising campaign and will ride in

Sara’s memory, joining countless
other Victorians who will cycle for
a loved one. With so many involved,
it’s no surprise that the Melbourne
Ride is Victoria’s most substantial
fundraising series, having obtained
over $10.5 million dollars for the Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre so far.
Total funds raised for this year’s
event will be announced just before
the riders put their feet on the pedals

to begin their two-day journey.
All proceeds will be put towards
various research programs focusing
on cancer at the Peter MacCallum
Cancer Centre, Australia’s only public hospital that deals solely with
the disease. Colin’s efforts, and that
of all the riders, will hopefully take
us one step closer to eradicating
or reducing the effects of cancer in
Australian society.
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Kids in the Kitchen
Altair’s Kelvin Shaw got in touch with his inner child as budding little
Warrandyte chefs swarmed his restaurant recently for some hot tips
on how to cook up a storm.
On offer for one clever little recipe maker is a Kambrook popcorn
machine and milkshake maker duo plus $100 to spend on
ingredients from Quinton’s IGA. See Page 20 for Kelvin’s top tips to

get your kids in the kitchen. But it’s the big prize that’s got everyone
talking, cooking and writing up hot ideas. One major Cook-up recipe
competition winner will win a Fisher and Paykel fridge, Curtis Stone
10-piece saucepan set and $500 to spend at Quinton’s IGA, valued
at $3500! Get creative and send in your recipes now!
Read on and enjoy The Great Warrandyte Cook-up 2014.
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Mediterranean
masters

DEAL

By Michelle Pini

Present this
coupon to claim
our special deal!

*For the month of August 2014 only, one coupon per customer

Vanilla Orchid is pleased to support
all the cooks of Warrandyte
in the Great Warrandyte Cook-Up!

WARRANDYTE’S newest Italian
powerhouse is sharing cooking
secrets.
A rustic table in a corner of the
restaurant featuring hand-made
pasta preparation has delighted and
charmed diners at Olivigna since its
opening.
Now owners Anna and John are taking
this textural experience one step further
with a series of classes offering provincial
pasta making as well as traditional salami making
tutorials.
Under the guidance of resident pasta maker Piera
Benini, participants will learn about ingredient
selection, kneading and cutting techniques to create
perfect pappardelle or ravioli.
Guided by expert Gianni Crivelli, salami class
participants will garner all the inside tips to make their
own authentic salami from scratch, using the finest,
preservative-free ingredients.
Classes for pasta and salami master class students
will conclude with participants sampling the results of
their efforts with a glass of local wine. And, Anna says,
“People will come away with a sense of why cooking in
Italy is about seasons, traditions, friends and family.”

Olivigna, 54-56 Brumbys Rd, Warrandyte South. Bookings are essential for master classes. Visit www.olivigna.com.au or phone 9844 4676 for further information.

OPEN
Tuesday to Saturday, 5.30pm to 10pm
Sunday, 11am to 10pm
Dine In and Takeaway
Licensed and BYO (wine only)
188 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
9844 5778
www.vanillaorchid.com.au

Cosy and fresh success
By Brianna Piazza

WHITE Owl’s Meredith Thornton says fresh, locally sourced
produce and listening to customers has been key to her Warrandyte café’s popularity.
Customers love the cosy feel, winter throw blankets, delicious
sweets and freshly squeezed juices.
The café buys seasonal fruit from the local IGA and presents
its refreshing juice combinations in charming mason jars.
“Our watermelon, strawberry and apple juice is a favourite
with customers and the green juice with kiwi fruit and celery,
is a nice, cleansing juice. It’s a pick-me-up and great in winter
or if you’re getting a cold,” Meredith says.
Along with nutritious juices and multigrain sandwiches, White
Owl’s raspberry muffins, milkshakes and gluten free cheesecakes
are also in demand. And fudge chocolate-chip brownies, which
were initially introduced for one day last summer as a trial, have
become a massive hit.
“They’re very popular; certainly the school kids love them
when they come after school. The
secret to our success with them
is we take them out of the oven
a bit before the time that’s
set, which gives them that
The White Owl,
fudgy quality and stops
them from becoming
Goldfields Plaza, Shop
dry,” explains Meredith.
“Don’t forget to cut out
10 Warrandyte-Heidelberg
and bring in the special
Rd, Warrandyte.
offer we have running
on page ??, too, which
Phone 98445124
runs to the end of the
month. Our muffins are
extremely popular and to
get one with a coffee for $5
is a super deal.”
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Cocoa and coffee delights
By Brianna Piazza

COCOA Moon’s Andrés says good
quality chocolate should melt straight
away with the temperature of the
mouth – and that’s just how he likes to
sell his chocolates.
Cocoa Moon, centrally located in
Yarra St, sells about 20 different
gourmet chocolates with flavours to
suit all taste buds, including chai,
orange, salted peanut butter and even
liqueur based chocolates.
Andrés says the chocolates,
which he sources from a Ringwood
chocolatier, are made using original
Belgian chocolate, which is smooth
and full of flavour.
“With these, you can feel the flavour.
The ganache inside the chocolate
is very soft and fresh. Chocolate is
meant to melt straightaway with the
temperature of your mouth. The taste
is different to the commercially made
chocolates, which are made in large
quantities and they sit for a long
time, so the ganache goes a bit hard,”
Andrés explains.
Andrés also roasts his own coffee
beans, something that works a treat
for customers.
“His coffee is the best I’ve ever
tasted,” regular customer Peter
O’Connor said. “In fact, Andrés has
ruined my life because wherever else
I go I compare it with Andres’ coffee!”

Cocoa Moon Cafe
In addition to its mouthwatering
chocolates and coffee, Cocoa Moon is
fast becoming known for its Around The
World themed dinners, which feature
a banquet or a three-course meal from
a different country at the beginning
of each month and book out weeks in
advance.

166 Yarra St
Warrandyte
Ph 9844 5081

Quality cuts it for our local butcher
By Michelle Pini

IN Warrandyte for almost three
years, Shane of Warrandyte Quality
Meats believes “it all comes down to
quality” when cooking with meat, and
his business has been steady since
Day 1.
When it comes to utilizing local
resources when crafting together your
winning recipe, our local butcher’s
know-how is well worth tapping into.
The butcher of 30 years says
although some people are seasoned
shoppers, many appreciate guidance
or cooking tips.
Shane has also noticed that
customers are more health conscious
and interested in developing meals
from ‘scratch’.
“We like to take away the anxiety of
cooking meat and encourage people
to discuss meal ideas or request
special cuts,” he says.
With fresh fish, duck, quail,
kangaroo, rabbits, Australian prawns,
grass-fed beef and lamb, free-range
pork and chicken, freshly made
sausages and beef jerky, hams, bacon
and even salmon smoked on site, as
well as old-fashioned service, it’s easy
to see why our local butcher is so
popular.

SHANE’S TOP TIPS
1.

Be prepared with a menu idea, or
weekly plan. This saves shopping
time, allows versatility and, by
making use of seasonal produce, can
also save money.

2.

Plan ahead with slow cookers, which
are great for cheaper cuts and come home
to the smells of Osso Buco or Coq au Vin that has bubbled
away while you were at work.

3.

Don’t be scared of roasts - a bowler blade roast and some
baked veggies can be ready within an hour and half and
leftovers can be used for pies, salads and sandwiches, or
added to stir-fries.

4.

Buy versatile cuts such as rump steak, which can be
barbequed, grilled, baked, braised, stir-fried or used for
kebabs.

5.

Take advantage of Warrandyte Quality Meats’ freshly
prepared gourmet items such as prosciutto-wrapped,
Otway pork fillets or garlic-butter infused, Bannockburn
free-range chicken. These can be popped in the oven and
enjoyed in 25-30 minutes.

1
2
3
4
5

Warrandyte Quality Meats, Goldfields Plaza, Shop 9, 402 Warrandyte-Heidelberg Rd, Warrandyte. Phone 9844 1563.

15% off

any purchases over
$10 during the
Cook-up campaign!

BUY A LOAF & GET
FOUR ROLLS FREE!
*For the month of August 2014 only,
one coupon per customer
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Altair, so much more than food flair

Quinton’s
IGA is our
Cook-up
Home
By Michelle Pini

THE major sponsor of the Great
Warrandyte Cook-up, our local
supermarket, Quinton’s IGA, is also
a generous, regular community
supporter and a one-stop shop
offering freshness, convenience and
value for money.
“We are very excited to be part
of the Cook-up,” head honcho
Julie Quinton says. “Recipe entries
as well as photos of finalists will
be proudly featured in displays
throughout the competition, for all
to see.”
More than just a full service
supermarket, Julie says Quinton’s
IGA prides itself on meeting local
customer needs and its range
continues to evolve accordingly.
Specialist and organic products and
a strong bias for locally sourced
items including Warrandyte
tomatoes and honey, Yarra Valley
wines, chocolates and dairy items,
are popular complements to the
extensive range.
Julie says a trend towards
healthier eating has led to new
additions including a selection of
preservative-free, frozen meals
designed by nutritionists for
athletes from Dineamic Foods, an
increased deli selection as well as
freshly prepared meat items such as
beef wellingtons and pinwheels.
According to Julie, their newly
stocked Cucina Del Nonno meal
range is “flying off the shelves”.
After selling out within 24 hours “I
went to the supplier premises to
stock up and was met with the most
amazing aromas of freshly cooked
sauces – they are delicious!”, Julie
told the Diary.
“We are always happy to hear
about new products for the tables of
our Warrandyte customers.”

By Michelle Pini
ALTAIR Restaurant offers multi-influenced
flavours, innovative, wine-matched degustation menus using select, local and seasonal produce, as well as winemaker dinners and themed evenings. It also boasts
a comprehensive wine list, 32 different
beers and attentive service.
With this level of excellence, staff members also need to be knowledgeable.
Husband and wife team Kelvin and Michelle take their restaurant staff training
seriously and implement ongoing training
in food service and wine appreciation,
including trips to wineries and cheese producers. They are rewarded with a reliable
team and few staff changes.
Kelvin says, while other restaurants advertise for experienced staff, they prefer
personable people with a keen interest in
hospitality who are willing to learn.
There are no aloof or affected wait-staff at
Altair.
“We want to offer a city-style, fine dining
experience but we also want it to feel like
Warrandyte, so our staff reflect Warrandyte’s friendly, relaxed environment,”
Kelvin says.
Kelvin and Michelle are passionate about
opportunities for young people to discover
their flair for cooking or hospitality and will
also be conducting junior “Master Chef”
classes for budding little cooks early next
year.
“I’m excited to show kids how to use fresh
ingredients and prepare dinner for the family,” enthuses Kelvin.

By Michelle Pini

Altair Restaurant,
152 Yarra St, Warrandyte.
Phone 9844 5548 or
altairrestaurant.com.au

1
2
Quinton’s IGA, Goldfields
Plaza , Shop 1, 402
Warrandyte-Heidelberg
Road, Warrandyte. Phone
9844 3089 or visit
www.quintonsiga.com.au

An electric
partnership

3
4

Take your time, be patient
and EXPECT MESS!
Like licking that chocolate
spoon, food memories can stay
with us forever and mess is a
big part of the experience.

Cooking with kids

Develop their senses
Touch, smell, taste and educate. It’s important to teach respect for food and ingredients
and tell the truth – that chicken
is a bird and a steak is a cow
and that food is seasonal.
Method
Method is important for every
cook, but for children method
also allows them to learn and
discover reading skills, math in
weighing ingredients, cookery
science and geography from
ingredients.
Don’t under-estimate kids
Peeling a carrot or stirring
chocolate can be fun for a while
but without being challenged,
cooking will become boring. By
using plastic or ceramic knifes
(available in most supermarkets) children can learn about
cooking and also be educated
on kitchen safety.

5

Have Fun!
Cooking can and should be
fun. By being patient with kids,
you can help them develop a
valuable skill that will stay with
them for years to come.

Photos: Sallyanne Hartnell

FISHER & Paykel, in conjunction
with Camberwell Electrics, are
generous major prize sponsors of
The Great Warrandyte Cook-up,
offering a side-by-side fridge as well
as Curtis Stone 10-piece cookware
sets for our talented recipe
prizewinners.
Camberwell Electrics’ Graeme
Hawkesford, whose children and
now grandchildren have attended
or are attending Andersons Creek
and Warrandyte High School and
continue to live in the area, says
“being a Warrandyte family, it’s great
for us to put something back into
the community”.
Camberwell Electrics, one of
Melbourne’s oldest electrical
retailers, is a one-stop superstore,
which offers a range of electrical
merchandise as well as home
automation, air-conditioning and
even solar energy systems.
“We are one of the few retailers
that can totally fit out a home from
go to whoa with appliances, heating,
air-conditioning and AV systems,”
Graeme saysz.
Putting its success down to its
knowledgeable, well-trained staff,
Graeme says most staff members
have worked there between 10 to
30 years and pride themselves on
customer service.
Graeme also believes offering
quality products that rarely
require after care service, such
as Fisher & Paykel white goods,
has underpinned the store’s
commitment to quality.
Fisher & Paykel are industry
leaders, taking out many accolades
for their kitchen appliances.
Consistency, clean lines and the use
of premium materials are central to
the New Zealand based company’s
design doctrine.
According to Mark Elmore, Fisher &
Paykel’s head of industrial design,
as kitchens become more like
lounge areas “we need to make
sure our appliances integrate
seamlessly”.

Camberwell Electrics,
1110 Toorak Rd,
Camberwell. Phone 9835
4343 or
camberwellelectrics.com.au
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Breakfast Bird’s Nest
By Don Hughes, Pound Rd
“One of the most sought-after delicacies a hungry miner or
artisan could wish for in and around the Warrandyte environs!”

gluten free - almond cakes - dark choc brownies
cookies - great coffee - light lunches - preserves
486 Ringwood-Warrandyte Road

yarralicious.com.au

Sliced ham, free-range egg and garnish to taste
To produce this culinary delight, take only fresh IGA produce.
Fry mercilessly a large handful of shredded ham in a hot pan over
open fire.
When nearly crispy, add one free-range egg and allow to bind
your bird’s nest together.
When cooked to taste, add garnish, baby tomatoes cut in half
and parsley are popular – season with pepper to taste.
Best served with an enamel mug of hot black tea or
your favourite breakfast beverage of choice!

WINNER: Well done, Don, you’ve scored our weekly prize,
a breakfast for two at Altair to the value of $50!

Chocolate Pancake Stack

with Dark Cherries and Marscapone Cheese
By Carole Adins, Drysdale Rd

451 WARRANDYTE–RINGWOOD ROAD
WARRANDYTE SOUTH 0409 411 402
James Halliday 5 Star Winery HHHHH

Real wine Real people Real character
21-23 Delaneys Road Warrandyte South
www.robdolanwines.com.au | (03) 9876 5885

1 can John West dark pitted cherries
1 tbls corn flour
Marscapone cheese
1 cup self-raising flour
2 tbls castor sugar
1 egg
2 tbls oil
1 tbls cocoa powder
1½ - 2 cups milk
icing sugar
Cherry liqueur, if desired
Mix flour, sugar, egg, cocoa powder,
oil and I ½ cups milk in a bowl. Beat
well with hand whisk. Add a little more
milk if required.
Heat 1 tablespoon oil in a non-stick
fry pan. Make 4 thick pancakes
(turning when bubbles appear).
Strain cherries; reserve syrup. Pour syrup into a
small saucepan; add cornflour. Cook over medium
heat until thickened. Cherry liqueur can be added if
desired. Add cherries and stir. Set aside to cool.
To assemble, spread cold pancakes with

Marscapone cheese and place cherries on top of
each pancake, stacking on top of one other.
Sprinkle top pancake with sifted icing sugar.
Cut into wedges and serve with thickened cream
or a spoon of Marscapone cheese.

Warrandyte

More than just a pizza restaurant

“Everyone’s favourite cafe
... furry friends included”
OPEN 7 DAYS - FULLY LICENSED
PHONE 9844 0365

9844 5081
info@cocoamoon.com.au
66 Yarra St Warrandyte
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Present this coupon at Indian Affair

ONLY
$25!

The recipes for success?
By Scott Podmore

IT was the 30-minute coffee catch-up that
turned into a three-hour think tank with food
at its heart. Diary cartoonist Jock Macneish
and I had a taste for a simple idea for our
community, but then we were hungry for
more.
The idea grew into a Cook-up concept like
no other.
Welcome to The Great Warrandyte
Cook-up, folks, an event designed to be
an all inclusive foodie affair for the Greater
Warrandyte area.
The aim is simple. With major sponsors
Quinton’s IGA and Fisher & Paykel/Camberwell
Electrics on board, and almost 20 of our favourite
restaurants, cafes and suppliers participating,
we’re asking you, our readers, to come up with a
simple recipe that just may land you the major
prize – a side by side Fisher & Paykel fridge and
Curtis Stone cookware set to the value of more
than $3000.
Of course, there are other fantastic prizes for all
categories as well as random weekly prizes for anyone
entering this free competition.
With this eight-page lift-out you’re reading today, and

two more to come in September
and October, we’ll also be telling
you the stories behind our
businesses in the food scene and
offering some excellent tips from
the experts. It’s also a chance for
our foodie businesses to band
together in a fun food event that
will conclude with the grand
cook-up in a date to be set in
November where culinary kings
and queens will be announced.
But wait, there’s more, and
I’m afraid we won’t be throwing
in the free set of steak knives.
However, we will also be
producing The Great Warrandyte Cook-up 2015
cookbook where we choose the best of the best
of your recipes at a very reasonable price and
sold through participating stores early next year.
Proceeds will go towards a local community group
or cause that we will announce at the big event in
November.
So have entries been coming in? You betcha. Try these
for size by Don, Carole and Debi.
And don’t forget to get your entries in!

Chicken and Pesto Filo Parcels

$ 41 v
alue

Butter Chicken Bonanza
This crazy deal includes ...
2 Serves of Butter Chicken, 2 Naan and 1 Saffron Rice
1/35 Drysdale Road (near IGA) Ph: 9844 4974
This takeaway deal valid until August 31 2014

$25 Weekday
Lunch Special

With nut free allergy variations
By Debi Slinger

This is a very quick recipe to make and perfect
for the kids to prepare as all cooking is done in the
oven. Variations listed below for those who’d like to
experiment with other ingredients.
Preparation 10 minutes
Cooking 30 minutes
Serves 4
Canola oil cooking spray
12 sheets filo pastry
½ cup basil pesto
½ small red capsicum, finely chopped
2 x 500g chicken breast fillets, halved crossways
To serve
Mixed salad leaves
Preheat oven to 180°C (160° fan forced) and spray a
large baking tray with oil.
Place one pastry sheet on a flat surface and spray
with cooking oil spray.
Take another sheet of pastry and place on top.
Repeat with one more pastry sheet.
Spread 1 tablespoon pesto over short end of filo,
leaving a 3cm border around all the edges. Top with
one quarter of the capsicum, then one piece of
chicken.
Season with salt and pepper.
Fold the short side over chicken and fold in the
edges. Roll up parcel to enclose filling. Place the
seam side down onto a prepared tray.
Repeat with remaining pastry, pesto, capsicum and
chicken to make three more parcels. Spray the tops

Wednesday
to Friday
2 courses &
a glass of wine
Bookings: 9712 0266 or visit www.wellers.com.au
150 Eltham-Yarra Glen Rd, Kangaroo Ground

with oil.
Bake for 25-30 minutes or until the filo is golden
brown and juices run clear when skewer is pierced
through pastry. If the pastry starts to brown too
quickly, cover loosely with foil.
Stand for two minutes. Serve with salad leaves.
Variations:
Chicken, tomato, salsa and olive filo parcels
Replace pesto with mild tomato salsa. Combine 2
tablespoons sliced kalamta olives with capsicum.
Sprinkle 1 tablespoon grated pizza cheese over each
piece of chicken before closing.
Chicken, ham and Brie filo parcels
Combine 2 tablespoons chopped fresh flat-eaf
parsley leaves, 1 crushed garlic clove and 2 tspns
Dijon mustard in a bowl. Use instead of pesto. Replace
capsicum with 100g shaved leg ham and 100g brie
cheese, sliced.

Book now for Father’s Day
Sunday 7th September 2014
We will be open from 8am serving
Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

1 5 2 YA R R A S T R E E T W A R R A N D Y T E

9844 5548

